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Black la\V students
seek tnore enrolln1ent
Lauren Miller

Increasing the number of black
lawyers in the United States by
encouraging black students to apply
to law school is the major goal of
the Black American Law Student
Association, according to UNM:
chapter· member and law student
Barbara de Weever,
"There are only eight black law
students at UNM, but all participate in the organization which
attempts to encourage more black
students in the state to attend
UNM's law school," she said.
"There is a regional, as well as
national
division
of
the
organization in the country,'' she
adds.

One problem facing the group is
the ·lack of black student
representation from New Ml.lxico at
the law school, as only four are
from the state.
In an attempt to recruit more
black students, BALSA plans to go
to other New Mexico colleges, such
as New Mexico State University.
In the past, the group has even
used phone calls to stimulate interest in UNM's law school, and to
encourage black students to apply.
"BALSA at UNM has always
been small," said de Wecver, but it
has always been successful in
raising money for its activities
through bake sales and other
events."

Interim dean appointed
"'
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Bill Wechter

John Bridgers, UNI}tl athletic ditector shovels through thousands of ticket applications for the
drewlng held ThutSday to determine tha lucky22,000 people who will vlaw tha NCAA championships
ht~re next year.

'Great Debate' reactions vary;
many doubt educational value
Cathy Renfro

However, one opponent to the
Liddy-Hoffman affair said the
Tonight's playoff debate between event is "like hiring someone to
G. Gordon Liddy and Abbie write graffiti on your own house."
Hoffman has caused mixed
Philosophy Professor G. F.
rea<=tions among the UNM faculty, Schueler said he felt the debate wiU
but some administrators see it as be more like a sideshow.
"an educational experience.''
"UNM offers solid courses on
UNM Vice President Marvin justice and very few people attend
••swede" Johnson said he felt the them," he said. ''There are many
debate should be a ••great ex- ·intelligent things to be said about
perience for students." While· justice!'
working . in . ~ducation . he h,as
Schueler said he felt there is
~ef~~ded the r1ght of controversial "some kind of falseness in admdtvtduals. to speak on campus, vertising a debate about justice"
Jo~nson sa1d.
. .
when he feels it will actually be
. . I l.ed the . charge at the "intellectual mudslinging."
Umverstty of Artzona that allowed
"It's being presented as if it is
these types of sp.~akers to appear on some form of serious thought on
campus," he said. "I. was the ar- justice , he said
But,' on the other hand, Dean of
chitect . of t.he .~peakers Policy at
that uruvers1ty.
Students Karen Glaser said she
Johnson said the Liddy-Hoffman thought it was a "great idea" to
debate was "tame'; compared to have the debate.
what he experienced in Arizona
Glaser said she expected a few
from l9SO to 1977..., remember calls through her office concerning
when the University of Arizona the speakers.
uuNM has a Speakers Policy
invited communist Angela Davis to
speak,". he said, ~eca1_1se. of the that we can refer the callers to,"
appearance ofcertatn ~peakers on Glaser said. "It suppOrts a free
campus, Johns.on sa:~. he h.a~ exchange of ideas, but does not say
receiVed .ever~ ktnd of hate mad
the University endorses the
one can tmagtne.
speaker." ..
.
She said .. because of . student
He said he has always felt
everyone has the right tospeak, t>rotestsin thel960s, thepublicwas
very concerned with campus
even controversial persottalities.
''It's a credit to the community speakel's.
and a respoitsible right for students · 1 '1 think the o~tc~~e.~ll depend
to hear these people," Johnson on how substanhve tt ts.
said.
.
..
.
She said she thinks J1offma~ is
He said some individuals will considered to be theatncal durmg
think Liddy and Hoffman will these events. .
... .....
"come poison the mirtds of .. Glaser said she feels Liddy and
students."
Hoff man represent people's
"Some people may call to disenchantment of government and
question UNM using state money elected offichtls. . . . . • .
•
for the event," he said, ubut state . 11 1 don't .. thmk thts .dtse~;
money does not finance the debate, chatltment has gone away e1ther,
it's from studentfees."
.she said. ·

..

·~

John Rinaldi, an assistant
professor and an assistant dean at
UNM has been named by UNM
President William E. Davis as
interim dean of the new General
College to be instituted at UNM
this fall.
Jn making the announcement
during the UNM Regents meeting
Wednesday morning, Davis said:
"John is very well qualified to get
this important project offto a good
start. Community input to program
development has been a central
theme of the plan for General
College since its inception, and
John's wide acquaintance in the
education and business community

will be a definite help in getting that
in place.';
Rinaldi an assistant professor of
guidance and counseling and
assistant dean for student affairs in
the College of Education, has been
a high school teacher and a Bernalillo School Board member. He
has also worked for the Greater
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and the Private Industry
Council.
In add-ition, 'Rinaldi's work in the
Career Guidance Institute provided
"the kind of experience needed to
assure that General College will
serve the community it is designed
for in the most informed way,''
Davis said.

Glaser said she sees Liddy and
Hoffman at "the two ends of the
spectrum," left and right.
"What will be important, in my
mind is if Hoffman has something
new to say," she said. ''If it's the
same as from the 1960s, 1 will be
disappointed," The debate is "a professionally
done affair," said ASUNM
sponsor and Assistant Dean of
Students Gary Golden.
"I think it's great because the
Speakers Committee is trying a
different kind of program,"
Golden said. "'It's never been done
before.''
Golden said he expects to get
calls to his office from the campus
and community questioning why
the event is appearing at UNM.
"I think it's all part of the
educational process," he said,
1
"and a good experience for
students.''
Golden said the debate is an
excellent idea since it· is the first
time Liddy ·and Hoffman have
"locked horns!'
"'Albuquerque ·is not a terrific
market for speakers," he said. "In
the past there has been a poor
turnout and a lack of interest for
some reason."
But he said the ASUNM
Speakers Committee has con•
centrated on. advertising the debate
to remedy the problem.
"I think the best part of the
debate will be the qUestion-and~
answer session for the audience,"
Golden said. "It should be a
wonderful opportunitY for the
audience to actively participate."
lie said the advanced ticket sales
are better than any speaking event
at UNM in the four ~ears he has
been atthe University.

Ray Levre from Cochl&e Co/legeln Douglas, At/zone, onfl of the
VIsiting artists for the Art In the Perk fe!tlve/ that contlnuss today
fit the Fountllltt Mel/, Wotkll on one of the many woodcuts he Is
displaying. Art In the Perkllf 11 presentation olthe UNM Fine Art's
DtJpertmentllnd tllfi SIJB Entlirtlllnment CommitftiiJ. ·

News Roundup
International News

Falklands battle
looms on horizon

by United Press International

sides said the proposals were un"
satisfactory and Argentine officials
bitterly denounced the U.S.
mediation effort as "unbendingly
pro,British."
Argentina slapped a dusk-to"
c!awn curfew on the Fall<lands and
a 200,mlle British air,and,sea
blockade around the Falklands
went into effect at 5 a.m. MDT
today.
.British newspapers quoted
military sources as confirming
earlier reports that British com"
mandos were already on the
Falklands to survey landing sites
and prepare for sabotage missions.

said Haig is keeping in touch with
both Argentina and Britain "and
we're still hoping (or a negotiated
solution."

National Security Council of,
flcial Norman Bailey told a group
of reporters that Britain and
Argentina generally agree there
could be Argentine sovereignty over
LONDON - Britain's war fleet
the Falklands after interim British
poised to lay siege to the Falkland
administra
lion.
Islands Friday and warned
Bailey
said
the core of the
Argentina it. held the ''key to
argument is over the wording of a
peace" or a "long and bloody"
referendum question to be put to
war. Argentina imposed a 2QO,mlle
1,800 Falkland Islanders.
the
war zone around the Falklands,
Britain insists on giving the
effective immediately.
Falklanders the "choice between
Argentina said any British ship or
British or Argentine rule," he said.
plane in the war zone around the
The Argentines object to that
Falklands, its dependencies or the U.S. still tries for peace
wording because the predominantly
Argentine coast will be "considered
WASHINGTON The ad" British islanders would favor
hostile and treated accordingly."
ministration Thursday took a grim Britain, sources said.
Argentine military offcials said view of the prospects for a peaceful
Argentine
Foreign
Minister
they regard the decree as an order settlement of the Falklands crisis,
Nicanor
Costa
Mendez,
who
met
to shoot first and ask questions but Secretary of State Alexander
with
Haig
at
the
State
Department
Haig
remained
ready
to
resume
his
l!l(er.
Wednesday, flew to New York
Britain said the Argentine move shuttle diplomacy.
"doesn't change our position one
Hopes dimmed as today's 5 a.m. where he is expected to try to round
iota;" A spokesman at No. 10 MDT deadline for the British up further support for his country
Downing Street said: "We have Falklands blockade approached. in the United Nations.
created our total exclusion zone and "There has been no movement.
Members of the Rio Treaty of
we're sticking to our plans."
There is very little basis for op" Inter-American Defense voted 17 "0
Publicly, both sides still held out timism,." the White House and Wednesday to back Argentina's
hope for Secretary of State State Department said in identical claim to sovereignty over the
islands, but the State Department
Alexander Haig's newest set of statements.
A State Department spokesman said Thursday the vote does not
peace proposals, but privately, both

bind the Unite(! States, which
abstained, to impo>e sanctions
against Britain.

National News

President attacks
Democratic budget
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan, his bid for compromise at
an end, called Thursday for public
pressure on Congress to support his
austere 1983 budget and announced
support for a balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution.
In a nationally broadcast speech,
Reagan painted himself as the one
who was more than willing to
compromise in budget negotiations
with the House Democratic
leadership.
Much of his speech was devoted
to a recapitulation of Wednesday's
summit meeting with House
Speaker. Thomas O'Neill and
congressional budget strategists,
during which the talks broke down.
Democrats in Congress "want
more and more spending and more
and more taxes. I believe we should

Saki It Out at

Saki 50c a shot
Draft Beers
Wine Coolers
Wine Sprltzers

as long os you're eating

States can't veto waste
WASHINGTON -The Senate
defeated efforts Thursday that
would have strengthened the power
of state governments to veto
nuclear waste burial sites.
The action was part of the
Senate's debate on legislation to
establish a timetable and national
policy for ihe burial of lethal
nuclear waste.
The Senate defeated amendments
by Sen. William Prol'mire, D"Wis.,
to give state governments absolute
veto power over the selection of
nuclear waste burial sites, 70·19,
and Sen. Howard Cannon, D-Nev.,
to allow a state's veto of a nuclear
waste burial site to stand unless
overturned by both houses of
Congress, 52,40.
Sen. Pete Domenici, R"N.M.,
said the bill already calls for
"concurrence and consultation"
between state and federal officials.
"If the states have a valid ob"
jection, all they have to do is get
one house to!sustain its veto."
The bill has encountered tough
opposition because none of the
lawmakers want the nuclear waste
buried in their state. Sens. Thad
Cochran, R-Miss., and John
Stennis, D-Miss., whose state is
under serious consideration for a
permanent burial site, have
threatened to filibuster the bill.

Friday 2-7pm

2 for 1

have Jess spending, less taxes and
more prosperity," Reagan said.
"If American workers can show
the statesmanship they've shown in
re,drawing their contracts to·
restrain their own wages to help in
this time of recession, surely we i.n
Washington can show some
st!ltesmanship, too," he said.
The president said he planned to
meet with the Republican budget
negotiators Friday "to forge the
beginnings of an acceptable budget
initiative." A meeting of the full
Republican leadership on the
budget will follow on Monday, he
said.
In an indication he wants to forge
the coalition of southern
Democrats and Republicans that
proved so successful last year, he
said, "I will also consult with
responsible members of the
Democratic party in Congress to
make this a truly bipartisan effort
in the national interest."

*

Live Music
Cold Saki
and a Hot Time at

Posh Eddie's
Shrimp Cocktail Appetizers $1.49
Serving Champagne Brunch Sunday from 12-3pm
*You must be 21 and be able to prove it.
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State and Local News

Santa Fe says tw nukes
SANTA FE - A backer of a
nuclear weapons freeze said
Thursday Santa Fe became the first
New Mexico city to support the
proposal with City Council ap"
proval of a freeze resolution.
Bruce Berlin, coordinator of the
Santa Fe Chapter of New Mexicans
for a Bilateral Nuclear Weapons
Freeze, said the council adopted the
resolution Wednesday night on a 7,
Ovote.
The resolution calls for a
"complete halt to the nuclear artns
race" and a ••verifiable freeze on
testing, production and further
deployment of nuclear warheads,
missiles and other warheads."
Also read into the record at the
council meeting were statements of
support for the freeze by state
Supreme Court Justice Dan Sosa
and Webster Kitchell, minister of
the Unitarian Church of Santa Fe.

Concept•oris
----soutbt'es
Opening reception,
Fridey 8 p.m;
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Letters
Asbury clarifies faculty pay queries
Dear Editor:
I read your article entitled "Asbury Talks to Faculty
Members On Mysterious Missing Pay Raises" by
Ernest Montoya, and would like 'to offer some
clarification for your readers.
First, at the invitation of the Faculty Association I
addressed the members regarding three main issues:
1) reduction on the State Land and Permanent Fund;
2) normaL processing of capital improvements and
budget Items; and 3) how the faculty can establish an
active role with their legislators,
A question and answer period followed the
presentation. One of the many questions which were
raised related to the I&G (Instruction & General)
Budget and the general sensitivity of members of the
Legislature to salary and benefit increases. It was
within the context of answering this question that I
referenced a meeting sponsored by the Chamber of
Commerce in the Fall of 1981, and a question which

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

arose regarding salary increases for University hospital
employees.
Members of the hospital staff had discussed this
issue with their legislators who in turn posed these
questions to President William "Bud" Davis and other
administrators representing the University. The
questions asked by legislators quarried University
administrators about raises and benefits. The administration stated that although negotiations were
not complete, salary and benefits were anticipated to
range from 10.5 percent to 12 percent. This should not
be. confused with approved expenditure level of 12.8
percent (rounded to 13 percent). I believe in
discussing this issue I may not have clearly separated
these two items which merely added to the confusion
and resulted in the Daily Lobo's interpretation that
there. exists "Mysterious Missing Pay Raises".
Very truly yours,
Charles "Ted" Asbury
State Representative

faculty salaries were discussed.
Dear E:ditor:
"Faculty salaries" is a topic that Discussion of some commonlyevokes lively interest among known facts might have helped this
faculty. This is partly because the group focus on the issue a little
sharply,
and
less
salaries provide the wherewithal to more
pay our bnls. Very inportantly, mysteriously.
President Davis reported to the
however, salaries and any raises
attached thereto are often per- Regents on September 1, 1981 the
ceived as a measure of how well we UNM's Legislative package was
are doing our job. It is therefore proposing 12 percent increases for
important that when the topic of faculty and professional salaries,
faculty salaries Is raised at the and 14 percent increases for other
University of New Mexico, CE!rtain salaries, secretarial, clerical, crafts,
facts should be brought to the fore etc. However, by the time this
so that any ensuing discussion can prbposal went through the BEF, the
LFC, and was presented to the
proceed responsibly.
The LOBO article of April 23rd Legislature, all increments to salary
reported on the meeting of State budgets were 10 percent.
The Legislature passed this 10
Representative Ted Asbury with
some faculty members in which percent incr11ase (reported by the

LOBO February 22, 19821. Bill
Weeks reported the results of the
entire legislative session to the
Faculty Senate on March 9th, and
no faculty senator asked any
questions of him related to salaries.
A legislative increase of 10
percent to the salary budgets does
not mean that faculty members
should expect an average raise of
10 percent. As the LOBO correctly
reported on February 22nd: "This
will not result in a 10 percent salary
increase costs in social security ad
group insurance." This year 1-1/2
percent had to be deducted from
the 10 percent to cover these costs.
The net 8-1/2 percent is further
reduced when other necessary
adjustments are taken into ac-

Evidently there is some difficulty in
conveying the basic background
salary information through administrative channels to the rank
and file faculty. It might be helpful
therefore
if
the
Provost- to- dean-to- chair-to-faculty channel would more
clearly present the legislative and
administrative constraints on the
net money actually available for
faculty salary increments. It might
result in an improved faculty
perception of the entire process.
Sincerely
Richard H. Williams
Faculty Senate President

counts, such as salary increments
related to faculty promotions. It
might be helpful if the Legislature
would differentiate between those
salary increments the University
Administration has to pay as its part
of the retirement program, social
security and. group insurance and
those salary increments the faculty
might expect to see in their
paychecks.
As a final remark, Provost Hull
and Faculty Senate leadership have
discussed faculty salaries quite
openly. I'm sure the Provost has
been just as open and candid with
the Deans on these matters.

' ".
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Writing "skoal" on a "dip" sign is art, not cholo territory marking
Dear Editor:
Ms. Cohen, who pulled the bandana over your eyes? The act of defacing
public property while being "illegal" and "defiant", Is not an art form. Ms.
Cohen refers to a mission for these "artists." Are they on a mission from
God, like Jake and Elroy, or are they employed by a spray paint company?
Creativity is writing "SKOAl'' on the yellow sign that warns of a "DIP"
in the road. However, we do agree that writing graffiti is a manifestation of
"cultural wealth and tradition,'' somewhat like blowing your nose in your
shirt.
Furthermore, we notice that after calling cholo graffiti art, Ms. Cohen
compares this graffiti to paid Coke advertisements. Then should we not
consider Coke advertisements art? After all Coke Is the real thing; graffiti is
generic.
Mike Otto
Paul Tawney
Ken Otto

Dear Editor:
Elizabeth Cohen's commentary on cholo graffiti
deserves some response. Here's mine: You say that
the real reason people hate graffiti is because graffiti,
unlike Ceca-Cola signs, have not been paid for? My
dear girl, how silly. That's like saying the real reason
people hate muggers is that muggers, unlike bankers,
don't pay taxes. No. The real reason people hate
muggers and graffiti vandals is that both, though in
different degrees, threaten one's peace of mind.
Ten years ago the fashionable noise to make in New
York City Was the noise that you made in your little
eassy: "Ahl see marvellous graphic power, the jagged
urgency of the otherwise totally repressed and
voiceless underclassl" Today you don't hear much of
that noise in the Big Apple. Instead the all-but·
bankrupt citY of New York is spending millions of
dollars a year to remove graffiti and discourage further
Dear Editor:
vandalism. Why? Because graffiti, if allowed to
Miss Cohen attempts to legitimize Chicano graffiti by stating that ~t is spread, signals to people that they have lost control
usually performed on public property instead of private property. I am very over their surroundings, because graffiti, if uncurious to know whether Miss Cohen would object to "artistic" graffiti
sprayed on a public building if she were manager or in charge of that
building. There is absolutely no excuse for any type of graffiti, whether it's
considered artistic or not.
I believe that if Chicanos are actually interested in a "valid artistic endeavor which adds additio'nal depth to the cultural wealth and tradition",
they could perform this elsewhere, Why not make their own signs to spray
graffiti on?
I personally object to working in a public building which contains
Chicano graffiti on the bathroom walls and garbage cans. I see no artistic
value in it, but I do see a type of vandalism which must be cleaned up by
someone else.
William Conklin

checked, create a nightmare environment of uncertaintY and fear, because, that is to say, civilized life
becomes impossible under such conditions.
Vandals spray graffiti for the same reason dogs
urinate on trees: to mark off a territory as their own.
Nor is it true that vandals don't deface much private
property. You seem to confuse public building with
privately-owned buildings set in public places. For
every defaced public bus or school you can show me,
I'll show you two defaced stores on Central Ave. If
you meant to say merely that vandals don't deface
much private residential property, just you wait, my
dear.
There's no doubt that Albuquerqueans have taken
one of the most spectacular urban sites in America
and, with their fondness for con~rete and hideous
signs, almost utterly despoiled it. But things didn't
have to be that way, and things aren't that way
elsewhere.
Linda Dowling

,.
·"

Breen PEC member, say two former PECers
Editor,
In response to Kevin Breen's letter on Tuesday, April 27, we are not
condemning or apologizing to anyone for our previous letter. We feel that
he is not in the position to make such unjustified statements about PEC
and our membership status. Since he is not, and was never on the
Committee, and never attended any meetings, he does not know the
goings on within PEC and does not have the authority to make such
statements.
Rosemarie Delorenzo
Mary Clark
Former PE:C members
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Stamp Collecting Fun, Rewarding
Robert Sanchez
"There are two primary motives
for collecting stamps. One is for
fun and the other is for in·
vestment. 1 t
David Kitzinger of Stamp
Traders Inc. explained why people
collect stamps. "But the two should
be kept independent. lf you collect
for fun, you might set a limit of a
nickel on what you spend for a
stamp. If you collect for in·
vestment, whether you have fun or
.-otis irrelevant."
Jim Kaiser of the Classic

Collector said that stamp collecting added, if the envelope is more than
was like any other hobby. "Lots of 30 or 40 years old, save the entire
people try it for investment," he envelope because it could have
said. "l don't recommend it. It is come from a "dead" post office or
like the stock market. It has its ups addressed to a famous person, or
and downs, You can buy stamps for something else that might incre!!Se
a penny or two cents each, or you its value.
The Postal Service has its own
c~n turn around and spend $4000 to
methods of getting amateurs started
$5000 for one stamp."
Kitzinger said that if you only collecting stamps.
Eufemia Lucero, from the Postal
spend a little on each stamp, don't
Service, said that the Postal Service
count on it becoming valuable.
Several collectors agreed that the sponsors the Ben franklin Club.
best way to get started for fun is The spokesman will go to schools
just to tear stamps off of envelopes, (third through seventh grades) or
that way they are free. But, Kaiser
continued on pege R-3

Coin Collecting Teaches
More Than Value of D~ollar
RampnaNye
Coin collecting adds to one's
knowledge . .. ,
it
teaches
/ang~Jage,
geography,
history,
religion and art. (Mary Boyden,
The Complete Book of Collecting),
Many people consider coin
collecting as an investment, but !IS

Jim Coact, owner of Jim Coact Rare
Coins said, "In order to make
money on coins, you must have
money to start out with. It all
depends on your motivation and
what you expect out of coin
collecting. Mainly a person can
learn a Jot about history by
studying time periods and learn
how things are minted. Eventually a
person might make some money off
it too."
Paul Velente, former president of
the Albuquerque Coin Club and
owner of Flying Eagle Coin
Company, said there has be.en an
increase in coin collecting recently
"because of an increase in interest
of coins and collecting. Once you
get yourself going, coin collecting
gets more satisfying when you find
a coin you like in the condition you
want it in and the year you want it

from."
Velente said, "Condition is most
important in determining a coin's
value. Rarity is secondary and date
determines rarity." Bob Duphorne,
owner of Money Merchants Rare
Coin Gallery said, "There was a
great boom in coin collecting up to
about a year ago. Now fewer people
are collecting with the economy as
it is . " Jim Kaiser, owner of the
Classic Collector said, "A decrease
in coin collecting is a sign of the
times. People become skeptical
when they find out the market has
been manipulated as the BunkerHunt brothers did in 1980."
Coact said, "Coin collecting is
not an investment now. It's a bust.
Prices have gone down and people
are not too interested in coin
collecting. They are more worried
about feeding themselves now . The
price of gold and silver is down and
this turns off investors.
"Demand determines the price,"
Coad said. "There must be a lot of
people wanting things before they
have any value." An example of
demand determining value is the
1973 Eisenhower dollar piece. This
piece is in high demand and valued
at $50 in top cortdition.
Kaiser said, "Generally most rare
coins are gone from circulation.
Occasionaly one hears of someone
picking up rare coins, but most of
r:ontinued on page R·6

SHOTS,TRICK
TABLE

I'm gonna teach you
coupla things that'll 1)
press your friends, and 2)
lose some friends.
All you need is good eyesight,
a little dexterity, and three essen·
tials: a pool table, pool cue, and
some Ute Beer from Miller.

~
'

CHEAP SHOTS

Here's a goodie. !.call it the
"Cheap Shot:' Place a ball on the
edge of the corner pocket. Then,
take a half-dollar and lean it
against the side rail at the other
end of the table. (If you don't have
a half-dollar, you can always write
home to your parents: they'd love
to hear from you.)
Tell your friends you're gonna
sink the ball in the corner, using
the half-do liar as a cue ball. It's not
hard, Hit the coin solidly on the
edge, just above the center, and it
will roll along the rail knocking the
ball in the pocket. But don't forget

to scoff up the half-dollar. Because you're not supposed to
Jose money doing trick
shots-just win Lite Beers.

IHE COIN IRICK

This one drives people nuts. Place
a ball on the head spot. With the chalk,
make a cfrcle around it, approximately
8" in diameter. Then put a quarter or
half-dollar on top of the ball. (Yes, you
can use the same one from before, or
you can write home to your parents
again.) Place the cue tiall behind the
foot line and have your friends try to

it~©m

by Steve Mizerak

~lli® ©@W@d£l

knock the coin out of the circle.
Chances are, they won't be able
to (this is a good time to work on
your Lite Beer and act smug).
When you shoot, do one of two
things: hit the object ball head-on
with follow·through so the cue ball
knocks the coin out, or hit the cue
ball very, very slowly so the coin
rolls off the object ball.

Superheroes Immortalized
By Comic Book Collectors

Robert Sanche~
The Specinl Collections Department of UNM Library, has two complete
collections of Dime Novel and Scirmce Nction Magazines.
Donald Farren, head of special collections, said that the Dime Novel, a
text-oyiented magazine, became popular just after the Civil War. The part
of the collection that the library has was published by Beadles and Adams
and is called The Beadles Boy's Library.
The other collection, Farren said, is a collection of science fiction
magazines spanning between 1926 and 1950. The collection includes 101
boxes with about 20 copies in each box making about 2000 copies from
about 75 different magazines.
"We don't think in terms of monetary value," Farren said. ''Once the
collection gets in the library, the monetary value is irrelevant. The true
value is how much support it gives the University. You can use the
materials, no matter who you are."
,
Farren said that a comic book analogy is valid when comparing the
collections to something in contemporary society, But he said that a better
analogy would be to a television series like the Dukes of Hazard. "It
appeals to young people," he said.
He added that today's comic books have shifted from text orientation to
visual orientation.
"What made possible the genre were the technical advances in prin•
ling," Farren said, "Things could be cheaply printed. Also the transportation facilities were well enough established that they could be
cheaply distributed."
Some of the themes included in the Beadles Boy's Library include
themes of adventure stories, international spy stories, Westerns and
patriotism as well as the infamous Nick Carter series, which still remains
alive today in novel form.
The themes of the science fiction magazines leaned toward advances in
technology, Farren said, but he added that in 1982, those advancements
might seem kind of silly.
"They appealed to people for recreational reading. They were highly
sophisticated in a technological way," Farren said.
Farren said he did not think comic books will ever die, He said comic
books are graphically oriented and people want to read them.
"Different media enriches o)Jr lives," he said. "First we had AM radio
and than FM and stereo.'' He said FM did not push AM out of the way but
benefitted the lives of the people,
"The collections exhibit the range of materials to support teaching and
researching at the University," Farren said. "They are just a part of the
whole collection for the University. We have collections that span the
whole spectrum."
•
Farren said other visual and oral media are also included in the Special
Collections Department.
The oldest printed piece the department has is a Bible commentary
printed in Latin in Mainz, Germany, in 1476.

If).~~

Craig Chrissinger
Faster than « speeding bullet,
a
more powerful than
locomotive, able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound , ..
Look, ~'P in the sky! It's 11 bird!
It's a plane! No, it's Superman/
Yes, S~Jperman - fighting for
truth, justice and the American
way of life.
Superman is more than just a
cartoon superhero; he is an
institution that is known and
recognized by people around the
world. And he and his fellow
costumed superheroes are worth

a lot of money to the comic·
book collector.
Comic books are publications
consisting of fictional narrative,
told through a .sequence of
drawings, lettered captions and
dialogue. A major characteristic
of the comics technique is the
enclosure of dialogue in
"balloons" pointed toward the
speaker.
Students of the medium have
found the balloons, along with
the expressive drawings and
effective use of color, to be an
element contributing to the
immense popularity of the
comic.

At present, approximately 300
titles are printed 011 a periodical
basis with current sales about
$4[)() million annually. Each
comic has an average "pass-an·"
readership of three for each
comic sold.
The heaviest readership of
comics comes from the seven to
14 age group, but broad
readership extends to thousands
of adults. Most serious
collectors are in the 16 to 30 age
group.
Why such popularity for some
drawings printed on cheap, pulp
continued on page H-7

-Stamps----continued from page R-2
other organizations to speak on
collecting stamps, or philately. Call
.Lucero at 766·~699.
Lucero also said that the Postal
Service. has a Philatelic Center
where stamps can be purchased by
the pane (one-fourth of a sheet)
which has the serial numbers
written on them for identification,
making them more valuable to
collectors.
The center also has stamp albums
or kits that already have stamps in
them.
"It's not much more than the
cost of the stamps. It's definitely a
good selling point for the Postal
Service," Lucero said pointing out
that as stamps are bought, they are
not used to send mail and therefore
there is no additional cost for
processing the letters.
"Supply and demand determines
the value of a stamp, like any other
collectable," Kaiser said.
Stamp auctions are held all
across the nation, several times a
week. Recently, a stamp issued in
Alexandria, Virginia made for use

in that region only since it was
minted in about 1845 and the first
national stamps were not issued
unti\1847, sold for $1 million along
with a love letter and envelope that
came with it. The one-cent Magenta
stamp from British Guayana also
sold for $935,000.
"Stamps are super therapy for
people," Kitzinger said. He said
tM.t the world is tough for top
executives and that discovering
philately brings them back to sanity
and that's the reason for the highest
prices.
Kitzinger added that counterfeiting is not a serious problem in
stamp collecting because stamps are
a Work of art and a collector will
thoroughly study a stamp before
purchasing it, noting every detail.
"I bankers scrutinized money as
collectors did stamps, there
wouldn't be as big counterfeit
problems.''
Kaiser added that there has been
a boom in collecting postcards. He
said that some older card are quite
valuable. "Postcard collecting is an
up and coming hobby.''

Valvoline
College Nite at Malibu Grand Pr~.
SWDENTS ... take a break from bookwork and come to
Malibu Grand Prix for Valvoline Racing Nite . Put yourself
behind the wheel of a formula racing car and experience the
challenge and tlnills of racing against a computerized timing system on a scaled-down racetrack. Anyone with a current school ID card and a valid driver's license can participate, and there will be categories for both men and women,
with prizes awarded to the winners. As a special bonus, Tshirts will be given to the first 50 entrants. Valvoline Racing
Nite at Malibu Grand Prix ... a buck-a-lap opportunity to
take a break from the books.
Thursday-May 6.
7'pm-10pm
W'umers announced at 10:30pm

MALIBU GRAND PRIX®
ALBUQUERQUE

IABLE MANNERS

Now for simple table etiquette.
After you've "hustled" your
friends, you gotta keep 'em. So do
what I call "Clearing the Table:'
Simply offer to buy the next round
of Lite Beer. They'll all clear the
table fast and head forthebar (or
to your roorn or apartment). Then
once they all have Lite {just one '
apiece-you're not too rich, remember), tell them with Lite in
hand and a smirk on your face that
your shots were no big deal-you
were just showin' off.

library Saves Rare Texts
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will sign copies of
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The One Tree
Recreeti(Jn 101 photo by
Roberto Senchez
This cover Is taken from the
Dey Science Fiction Msgezfne
Collection et the Special
Collections Department of
Zimmerman Librltfy. The
collection is open to scrutiny
by the pubiic.

Book Two of the Second Chronicles
of Thomas Covenant

Saturday May 1 2-4pm
White Oak Bookshop
Corrales Center
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AC'l'IVITIES

M~UNTAIN RoAD GALLERIES (1501 Mountain Road NW)

JOHN MUIR'S HIGH SIERRA
A FILM PRODUCED AND PERSONALLY NARRATED
BY DEWITT JONES
Photographer for NatioMI Gf)ographic magazine

WOODWARD HALL UNM- SUNDAY,
Tickets: Adults $4

MAY~ at 7 PM

Students $2.50

r------ Valuable Coupon·-------,
I
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20%
Off
Parts & Labor
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Home Special

• AJC Service
•Tune Up
• Rotate & Balance Tires
• Brake Service
• Lube, Oil & Filter

Triangle Chevron
2901 Central NE Across from UNM
Albuquerque • 268-6858

L------------------

Good thru May 31

Chevron

=

Chevror1
MattarChlrge

----~---"'"""!-.J

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers ... take your

eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty

shine through. You'll love the way
Uausch ~ Lomb soft C<)ntact lenses
you a whole new look on life.

~iVl*

And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of $oft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (P.olymacont•
1300- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism IBulfllcon)•
$350 - Soft Extended Wear (Bulfllcon)•

*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Filling and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales~T~a~x~mJ
U /'- ~

DR, ROBERT H. QUICK
DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX
(lnm,.
'
Optometrists

-{"J~
Tjjl $~"'.,~7~

I

1020-A Eubank NE • 298-2020 • open Tuesday ·Saturday 9 • 5

Marty McCall
&

FIREWORKS

T!IE Suaw AY ST t.TJON' - Dances are scheduled for both
Friday and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12;30 a.m.
with Jams Unlimited providing the music in the
Subway Station, lower level of the SUB. Admission is
$2 for students and $3 for the general public.
ART IN TilE PARK -The New Mexico Union and fine
arts department are holding the first Art in the Park
Arts and Crafts Festival on April 30 and 31 between
the Student Union Building and the fine arts center.
Included will be 30 artists and craftspersons, and
UNM's drama, music and dance departments will be
presenting performances throughout the day. Two
special features include: a concert Pn Friday evening
from 6 to 9 p.m. by the UNM Jazz Band, and a
family day on Saturday with entertainment for all
ages.
NEW AMERICA - A publication from the Department
of American Studies, New America's theme this year
is "Women Artists and Writers of the Southwest." ]t
is now available for $4. An opening is scheduled for
Saturday at Full Circle Books from 2 to 4 p.m. Some
contributors will be present and music and refreshments will be provided.
EIOll'IJI ANNUAL STRAWBERRY FES.TIVAL On
Saturday, May 8th, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Civic
Plaza; Serendipity Day School is sponsoring a day of
refreshments, a flea market, a silent auction,
children's activities, and free continuous entertainment. All proceeds will go to benefit the nonprofit work of the Serendipity Day School.
GREAT RACE - The pre-race meeting for the race down
the Rio Grande is scheduled for 2 p.m., May 8 at the
Civic Auditorium. The Great Race will take place
May 15 and will begin at North Beach, six miles north
of Corrales Beach. For more information, call 7664857.
T!IE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB -meets
every Tuesday evening at the north end of the second
floor of the SUB . Advanced dancers meet from 6 to 7
p.m.; beginning to intermediate dancers meet from 7
to 8:15p.m.; and open dancing is from 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents a person and teaching is
available for beginners.
SCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 129- meets Tuesdays at
7 p.m at Joa-Joa's Place, 5000 Central SE.
Admission is $1 for each person.
WAOON WllEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB - meets Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is
a live caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANcE CLUB - meets eVery Friday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Everyone is
invited. The club offers free mini-lessons at the start
of each session. There is a $1 charge for non·
members; membership fee for the rest of the semester
is $3.
T!IE BROADWAY J~ CLUB - meets Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m in the in the Tamarind Restaurant
in the Galleria. This week jazz from the Sherman
Ruben Quartet is in store. Membership at the jazz
club is $30 annually.
CHEss CLUB- Anyone interested in the game of chess is
invited to join this newly formed club that focuses on
playing chess for fun and relaxation as well as
developing individual skills. The club meets on
Thursdays at 2:30p.m. in room 253 oftheSUB.
SUFI DANCE CLUB - meets Wednesdays from 7:30 to 9
p.m. in Carlisle Gym, room 115. There is a 50 cent
donation charged. The group uses songs and chants
from major world religions woven into simple cirCle
dances.

Friday Night
7:30 p.m.
April 30
Admission: $4 at the Door

THEATERS

STEVIE -The Vortex Theater presents this play which is
based on the life and writings of British poetess Stevie
Smith. Showtimes are Fridays through Sundays, now
through May 2. Friday and Saturday performances
will begin at 8 p.m.; Sunday performances are at 2:30
p.m. Tickets are $4, $3.50 for students and senior
citizens. For reservations and more information, call
the Vortex at 247-8600.
GEMINI, GEMINI - This comedy-drama is the story of a
young man Who comes home to south Philadelphia
after attending school at Harvard, and begins to
work things out with his family. This play had a fiveyear run on Broadway and is not recommended for
children. The final perfomances will be this weekend,
April 30 and May I at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theater.
Tickets are $3 for UNM staff, students and faculty,
and $4 for the general public.
JuST KIDDING - The Albuquerque Little Theater
presents an original, fun, family musical which will
open Friday, April 30 and will run for two weekends.
Showtimes are Friday and Saturday evenings at 8
p.m., Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
Tickets start at $5. For information and reservations
call the Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-431 5.
TilE LioN IN WINTER - This classic play by James
Goldman will be presented by the St. Pius X High
School on April 30, May 1, 7, and 9, at 8 p,m. in the
St. Sebastian Gym, on the St. Pius Campus. Tickets
are $2,50 general admission.

T!IE ASUNM FILM CoMMIITEE will present the
following films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
The Beatlesat Shea Stadium and Radio On- The first
is a documentary of the concert which changed
musical history and the second is an Albuquerque
premiere of Christopher Petit's bleakly beautiful
evocation of overwhelming alienation. A taciturn
young disc jockey hits the highway 'in a search for
himself. A stream of black and white high-tech
imagery is counterpointed with "new wave" music by
Bowie, Fripp, Dury, DEVO and Kraftwerk.
Showlimes are Friday at 7 and 10 p.m.
It Came from Outer Space- This 3-D version of the
classic scince fiction film will show May I at 7, 9 and
11 p.m.

SIX JAPt.NESE DIRECTORS -The comparative survey of
six Japanese directors continues Friday and Saturday
with Kaneto Shindo's The Island at 7 and 9 p.m. at
the Rising S\ln Media Arts Center in Santa Fe. The
rest of the series will include Akin1 Kurosawa's
Yojimbo May 7-8 and Nagisa Oshima's The
Ceremony May 14-15 at the same times. Admission is
$3 to all the films.
ARTHUR- Wyoming
AnAN'nc OT\'- Coronado· Four
BODY HEt.T- Don Pancho's (May 5-6)

ART SHOWS

ALBUQuERQUE MusEUM -"The Dangers and Effects of
Nuclcar War" is presently at the Albuquerque
Museum. This show will run in conjunction with
Ground Zero, a non-partisan, nation-wide week of
community-based discussion and events designed to
educate the public on the subject of nuclear war.
"Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions .at the museum.
The former is a kinetic sculpture designed for
children and the latter is a historic exhibition of
Albuquerque. Hours are Tuesday through Sunday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media. ·Crafts exhibition open to all craf·
tspeople in New Mexico, is schelduled for May 1982
through June 1982. For more information phone
243-0531 or contact The Downtown Center for the
Art>, 216 Central SW. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
HOSllOUR GALLERY - Showing flOW through May I is
an exhibition featuring recent paintings by Tom
Stokes. Starting on May 2, a show will feature recent
works by Betty Parsons. A reception for the artist
will be held on Sunday from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Gallery
hours are Tuesday lhrou11h Saturday, 12:30 to 5:30
p.m.
TilE JoHNSON GALLERY - Showing until May 16 are
works by the art education faculty, The works in·
elude several types of media and several different
approaches to, and resulting from, art education.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
M\xWELL MUSEUM OF ANTllROPOLOGY -"Paintings On
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited
now through May 2.
•
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday I to 5 p.m.
MERIDIAN GALLERY - Collage is the featured media in
Kim Arthun's show "New Work on Paper." The
show will run through May 6. Hours are Tuesday
through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday I to
4p.m.

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Monday:
Raices- Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Diama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.

CONCERTS

Tuesday:
Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,
7p.m. to 10 p.m.

BLACK SABBATJJ/0UTLAWS ~ The concert is scheduled
at Tingley Coliseum on Mother's Day, May 9, at 8
p.m. Tickets are available through all Giant ticket
outlets.

Wednesday:
Homecookin'- Blues music,
7p.m. to 10p.m.

JoAN lETT - This concert will appear in the Civic
Auditorium on May 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available
through Giant ticket outlets.

Thursday:

MOVIES

RODEY FILM FESTIVAL - Primate is the last featured
film of the festival and will show at 7:30p.m. May 2
in Rodey Theatre in the Fine Arts Center. Admission
is $2.

Albuquerque Convention Center's
Kiva Auditorium

CHARIOTS OF FIRE - Wyoming
CHIN f.TOWN- Don Pancho's (May 5-6)
CLASH OF THE TITANS - Eastdale
ON COMPANY BUSINESS- Don Pancho's (May 2-4)
DEATHTRAP - Winrock
DEATI!WISllll- Far North, Winrock
DRt.GONSLA YER- Eastdale
FANTASIA- Highland
FORBIDPEN' WoRLD- Far North, Los Altos Twin
IF You COUL[) SEE WHAT I HEAR - Coronado Four
ON GOLDEN' PoND -Louisiana Blvd.
THE GREAT MuPPET CAPER- Far North
LIFe 01' BRIAN - Don Pancho's {April30-May I)
THE LONE RANOER -Far North
PARASITE- Cinema East
PARTNERS- Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
PENITENTIARY II- Montgomery Plaza
PoRKY's- Lobo, Louisiana Blvd.
QUEsT FOR FIRE- Coronado Four
RosiN HooD -Far North
SOME KIND OF HERO -Montgomery Plaza
T!IE SwoRD AND THE SoRCERER - Cinema East,
Louisiana Blvd.
ViCTOR/VICTORIA - Los Altos Twin
TIIE WOMAN NEXT DoOR -The Guild (April30-May 6)

SENIOR RECITALS - UNM music students performing
their senior recitals include: flutist John Winder on
Friday, April 30; and jazz/classical pianist Ken
Pearson will perform Monday, May 3 at 8 p.m. All
events take place in Keller Hall.
KELLER HALL SERIES - The UNM Jazz Bands, con·
ducted by Jeffrey Piper, will be in concert in Keller
Hall on Sunday, May 2, at 4 p.m. This concert is free
to the public.
ALEXANDRE LAGO\'A AND THE NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA - Conductor and director Yoshimi
Takeda welcomes one of the world's foremost
classical gUitar virtuosos, Alexandre Lagoya, in a
concert on Friday, April 30th at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. The performance will include pieces by Handel,
Vivaldi, and Albeniz. Tickets are $6.60, $8.60, $9.60,
and $1 I .60 and are available through all Ticketmaster
Outlets.
TilE PHJLISTEENS - The Philisteens will be performing
in their Santa Fe debut on May 15 at 8:30p.m. in the
Alumni Hall on the College of Santa Fe campus.
Tickets are available in Santa Fe at Music and More,
St. Michael's Village West,

The Light That JazzLit- Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Friday:
Jazz Alive!,
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Roak Quarry- Rock music.
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New Wave music,
Midnight to 1 a.m.
Saturday:
Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday
Something Classic- Classical music,
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient EJilpress- International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singing Wire- Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

IS a new gallery featuring a blend of fine arts, contemporary crafts and southwest.ern primitives - In
Gallery I w~ll be oils and bronzes by Bettie J. Moran,
mexed-medJa sculpture by Laurie Archer and carved
Adobe art by Holly Haas. Gallery II will feature a
select group of artists and craftsmen including
~artha Slaymaker and Norman Boyles. Both shows
will run through May 16. Museum hours ;1re Wednesday through Saturday from l1 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday from I to 5 p.m.
NEW MEXICO UNION' GALLERIA - Showing in conjunction with the UNM Fiestas will be an all-media
cullural art show which will exibit works by UNM
students and alumni.
RISINO SUN MEDIA ARTs CENTER {Santa Fe)- A show
of handworked photostats wth selected readings by
Santa Fe artist Doris Cross will ~ontinue through
May 17.
ROSWELL MUSEUM AND ART CENTER - Now showing
are the works of three photographers, Rick Dingus,
Scott Hyde and David Kaminsky, The show is in the
Horgan Gallery of the Roswell Museum until May
30.
UNM ART MusEUM -Running through May 21 will be
"Photographs by Bart Parker." Museum hours are
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10
p.m.; and weekends from I to 5 p.m.
WILDINE Gt.LLERIES - An all-media group show will
feature the work of four new Wildine members and
will run from May 30 until June 4. A reception for
the artists is planned for May 30 from 6 to 8 p.m.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

BooART's (Montgomery Plaza) - This weekend
features contemporary rock and oldies by .Prophet in
the upstairs lounge, and downstairs it's music by Off
the Wall. Music starts at 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
CARAvAN EAST (7605 Central NE)- Back atthe Ranch
begins playing at 5 p.m for cocktail hour; Nashville
Express .furnishes music for dancing at 8 p.m.
CHELSEA STREET PUB (Coronado Center) - Easylistening folk music by Lash Lane will be featured
through the end of April. Music, contests and drink
specials all start at 9 p.m.
CoWBOY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) - Friday' and
Saturday night the country rock music of Arrow
Memphis are heard.
DANBt's (2900 Coors NW) This weekend,
Albuquerque's premier jazz club presents music by
The Charlie Summons Blues Band. Music begins at
8:30p.m.
FlwR'S NORTH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Ole Scratch
plays contemporary rock music for listening and
dancing on Friday and Saturday night beginning at 9
p.m.
FRIAR's PUB (6825 Lomas NE) ~ The modern rock
sound of Soundstage is featured both on Friday and
Saturday night.
GmRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) - Modern
rock, top 40 music by The Shakers will be featured
through the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m.
on both Friday and Saturday night.
T!IE GoLDEN INN (Golden, take highway 14 toward the
Crest) - Porcupine will be playing on Friday night;
the Ozone Express will be playing on Saturday night;
on Sunday, the Lonesome Ramblers and ThreeLegged Willie will be playing. Music begins at 8 p.m.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo)- Friday
night is country music night with music by Sylvia and
Three-Legged. Willie; Saturday night is disco night.
Wednesday nights are drink-and-drown nights with
25·cent well drinks from 7 to 9 p.m.
HUNORV BEAR (1200 Wyoming Blvd. NE) - This
weekend, the contemporary rock sounds of Giant
Step fills the air. Music starts at 9 p.m.
NED's EL PoRTAL (4200 Central SE)- Top 40 music,
contemporary tunes and oldies by Sassy Jones are
scheduled for this weekend. Music starts at9 p.m.
P ALOMIN'O CLUB - The Riding Shotgun Will begin
playing country music at 9 p.m. on both Friday artd
Saturday night.
THE SYNDICATE (2225 Wyoming NE)- Folksinger and
guitarist Debbie Brown is featured for dinner music
from 7 to 10 p.m. Easy-listening piano ·music
compliments the dinnertime atmosphere on weekday
evenings.
TAVERNA LOUNOE (800 Rio Grande NW)- The Dave
Sitverlnan Trio will be entertaining at the lounge in
the Sheraton Old Town Inn through the end of next
week, Music is nightly from 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

SADINE ULIBARRI
Primeros Encuentros

- f'frst Encounters

TONY HILLERMAN
The Dark Wind

Refreshments
and
Entertainment

Please Join Us.

The ASUNM Film Committee
presents

"The Beatles
at Shea Stadium"
plus

RADIO ON

with music from
David Bowie, Kraftwerk, Lene Lovich
Robert Fripp and more•••

Friday 7:00pm and 1O:OOpm
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-Coins
continued from page R-2
circul~tion

has

been picked

over/~

"People had a much better
chance of finding valuble coins
in circulation before the silver
coins were pulled out in 1964,"
Coadsaid.
Velente said, "Many rare
coins are in circulation." One
example of a rare coin in circulation tile .is 1972 Lincoln head
penny, which is worth $400 in

mint condition.
Some ads in local newspapers
sell coins and give the consumer
the false impression that the
coin's value will increase. Kaiser
said, "Let the buyer beware.
Persons ought to check with
local coin shops first before
buying coins and be careful of
high pressure sales. Sending off
for coins can be expensive.
Lower prices can be had at local
dealers."

To start off a collection,
Velente suggested that a
beginner "start a collecti.on
from pocket change with
common date Lincoln cents
which only cost their face value.
(Face value is the value printed
on the coin). Visit dealers and
see which ones you like. You
must put your trust into
someone. Also buy a book to
learn about what you are
buying."

JOAN J~TT
~the
I)LACK~~ART6

IN CONCERT!!
Civic
Auditorium
Tuesday May 4, 8pm
Tickets 8.50 advance

Expenses Increasing
Of Producing Movies
effects of Reagan cutbacks, people
will want escapist entertainment,"
These are the times that try men's he said.
"It was a bad Christmas season
pocket books.
It seems th&t every time one gets for films. Films were released that
a raise the price of movies has gone nobody wanted to see," said Mr.
Irvine, involved with marketing at
up another notch.
Is the movie industry just trying Twentieth Century Fox Television.
to make more money? Or are actual "Bad weather and bad economic
costs of producing a movie in- conditions prevented people from
going."
creasing?
Kate Jackson, one of the stars in
Actually the costs of movies has
risen dramatically. Eric Belcher, Making Love and former star in the
involved with publicity at Twen- short-lived television series Chillies'
tieth Century Fox, said that movies Angels, said that television is a
now cost nearly $IO,OOO,OOO to good medium, b\lt it is also a good
produce excludillg special ef- start to the film industry.
"Sometimes I try to convince
fects - and at lellst that much for
myself that film is film," Jackson
promotion.
"It seems as though movies said.. "But it's not. There is so
today need some sort of gimmick. much difference in quality. A
Jt's sad," said Bob Clark, director movie is so much more developed."
Although Jackson appeared to
of one of Twentieth Century's
hold no sympathy for Char/ies'
releliSes, Porky's.
"Costs keep going up in both Angels she did stress that television
releases and advertisements," said has its good points.
"Television makes available a
Charles Champlin, .arts editor of
the Los Angeles Times and former countless number of things to
movie critic. "Somehow, producers watch," she said. "I don't know if
have to find a way to make films I prefer T.V. or movies better.
for less money. Jt is a dangerous Based on experience, I like movies,
time for the film industry. It is a they're so appealing. There's
something
romantic
about
time of great uncertainty.
"In I980 films tried to defy movies.u
conventional wisdom. They started
with big stars, presold books and
big gamtles. They have to wait for
the blockbuster," Champlin said.
But what about competition
from television movies to the film
industry?
"T.V. is competition, but it is
limited," Clark said. He added that
films could do much more in two
The Sandia Mountains are a
hours than a television show or special place in many ways .. They
movie could do. He said that attract two million people annually,
television was limited in what it most for good fun but some others
could show on the air.
break the law while they are there.
"Audiences look to be en· When they break state laws, the
tertained; they look to be af- local sheriff will be hot on their
fected," said Dan Melnick, one of trails, even on Federal land such as
the producers of Making Love, one Sandia District.
of Twentieth Century Fox's
In 1972, Public Law 92-82, the
releases.
Sisk Act, was enacted by Congress
"The determinant is the economy to provide some Federal dollars to
ol the country at the time of the
local law enforcement agencies to
film. As we head into devasting support their work in enforcement
of state laws on Federal land.
This law ensures that the large
number of people that come to
Sandia Mountains, Cibola National
Forest to enjoy their land will be
protected while they are there.
Each year the Forest Service
enters into a cooperative law enforcement agreement with Bernalillo County Sheriff's Department, which allows the Federal
dollars provided by the Sisk Act to
pay for two more Sheriff Deputies
and their vehicles for patrolling
Sandia District, enforcing state
laws and assisting Forest Service
continued on page R-7

Robert Sanchez

Law Protecting

"Onstogo fridiJ night tho Blockhwts
drilled MIJ note l.lp Into the ceillng-ltwn
ethilorolln£ olmost llteriiiJ up!iHin1 lOCh
and roll •• !'
LA ifolald Eumlner 3123181
"lett flammered out some metn pitar.
screamed with a fin!IJ controlled passion,
and drove the band with J near demonic

Sandia Mt. Area
Recently Enacted

demunDJ:'

san francisco Chronide 2117111
'!. ·• todJ, self-cOflbi ned ••• rock and toller
with a sense- ol badilion~·
Villllt Voico 1/6/BZ

Tickets available at
ell Giant Ticket outlets:
Seors In Coronado, General
Stores,

Wild West MuSic

A Big River Proc;luction

Re-elect JUDGE

-Superheroes---------------------------------paper? One large reason is the ease
of readership the colorful
characters, scenes and dialogue are
visual, and there is quick comprehension in the mind. There is an
identification with the characters
and clearly defined goals. Fastmovingplots excite reader interest.
Also, the plots are original, often
combining humor and terror, The
basic originality, however, lies not
in the plots but in the characterizations of superheroes capable
of superhuman feats.
So, comic books are appealing,
but why are collectors willing to pay
as high as $I3 ,500 for a mint copy
of Action Comics, No. 1 (the first
appearance of Superman)?
The value of a comic book
depends on many factors. The top
three factors are its condition, issue
number and if it is the origin story
of its superhero. Other factors
include how many copies were
printed, how many copies still exist,
who was the artist, how popular the
superhero is, and does it contain
any unusual mistakes. (Abou"t 250
copies of a recent Marvel comic
were missing the dialogue balloons
in one panel. Marvel corrected the
error in other copies, but the flukes
will be worth a lot in the future).
It is difficult to find scarce first
and origin issues because they were
printed on cheap paper that
becomes brittle with age and is
easily torn. The primary factor in a
comic's value is its condition.
Condition gradations range from
Mint, which means absolute
perfection, to Poor, which means
brittle inside pages, taped repairs,
tears in the covers, watermarks,
spine roll and severe damage from
weather. Poor is the condition most
comics end up in after being read
for a year or two by the average
child. The next highest grade down
from Mint is Good, Which means
the comic has had average use, both
covers are intact, no tape repairs,
no missing pages, and possible
minor creases and tears.
Comic books are delicate and
easily damaged, and this is why
collectors insert their col!ections
into individual mylar (clear plastic)
bags, not directly in cardboard
boxes that contain destructive
acids, and store the collections in
dark, cool, dry rooms to protect the
low-quality paper from mildew,
ultra-violet lights that fade the
colors' brightness, and heat that
will turn the paper brown and
brittle.
The precise reason why old
comics are so difficult to find is

their cheap paper, and they were
considered worthless.. so readers
threw them away. (Of course, few
people thought of saving them at
the time anyway). Most of the
comic books printed prior to 1945
were gllthered by Boy Scouts during
the patriotic paper drives of World
War II and destroyed. Many
hundreds of thousands more were
sent overseas to the soldiers to
relieve boredom and left there. And
from that time to the early 60s, they
were burned or thrown out after
several readings.
The first true introduction of
comics into every-day American life
occured in 1896 when the New Yor.k
World placed a strip called The
Yellow Kid in its Sunday edition.
Created by Richard Outcault, the
strip was so named because the
main character wore a nightgown
printed in bright yellow. It was
extremely popular, and competing
newspapers quickly found their
own strips - Buster Brown and
The Katzenjammer Kids among
others.
The comic book developed
directly from newspaper strips. In
1911, the Chicago American
reprinted a group of Mutt and Jeff
strips in a book, But the first comic
book in its modern form did .not
appear until 1933. Funnies on
Parade was a collection of
newspaper comics, but they were
reduced to standard maga2ine size.
Funnies on Parade was not for sale,
but was used as a premium by a
number of firms to promote sales.
Later In 1933, the same publisher
produced Famous Funnies and, as
as an experiment, labeled some with
a 10-cent tag and placed them on a
few newsstands. They sold out in a
single weekend.
The first comic book to use
original material made its appearance in 1935, when another
publisher bought out New Fun.
January 1937 marks the major
step toward breaking away from
the newspaper format and
establishing the comic book as a
separate, unique medium. National
Periodicals' Detective Comics was
the first comic book devoted in its
entirety to a single theme or
predominant character - the form
generally followed. today. The
initials of the comic became the
company's name (DC Comics) later
in time.
But it was the appearance of
Superman, created by Joe Shuster
and Jerry Siegel, that caused the
comic-book popularity explosion.
In June 1938, National Periodicals
published Action Comics, No. 1
(Mint $13,500, Good $2300).

Superman immediately captured
the public's imagination.
There were four Superman
stories in Action Comics, No. I and
they were later reprinted in
Superman, No. I (Mint $9000,
Good $1500). The stories and art
were very plain, but the character's
originality appealed universally. It
was the explanation of his powers,
so bizarre and yet almost
believable,
that fired
the
imagination.
In his book, The Comics,
Coulton Waugh described the
impact of Superman !IS literally
turning "the comic-book world
upside-down ... The top of the
comic-book volcano had blown
off."
Dozens of old and new publishers
came in, hundreds of new titles
appeared, sales soared, and a new
publishing industry was created
almost overnight. The "Golden
Age of Comics (I933-1955)" came
into being. Comic books became
the largest selling magazines all
over the world.
Another of the most rare and
sought•after comic books is
Detective Comics, No. 27 (Mint
$7500, Good $1200), published in
May 1939. It contains the origin of
.Batman, and his popularity, like
Superman's, was instantaneous.
Female superheroes entered the
picture with the publishing of AllStar Comics, No. 8 (Mint $800,
Good $130) in 1942. It featured the
first Wonder Woman story, which
continued in Sensation Comics,
No. I (Mint $1000, Good $180).
The character was created by
psychologist William Marston
(under the pen name of Charles
Moulton) to provide a strong,
positive role model for young
females. Popularity was immediate,
and by the summer of the same
year, she had her own comic book,
Wonder Woman, No. 1 (Mint $700,
Good$120).
Stan Lee provided the world with
Marvel Comics in the .60s. His
company created the superhero
with problems ~ personal and
psychological. Peter Parker is
always losing girlfriends, missing
classes, and having other problems
because of his alter-ego, Spiderman, who is Marvel's most popular
figure. The Amazing Spiderman,
No. 1 (Mint $640, Good $120) was
.
published in March I9.63.
One of Stan Lee's early efforts
was the siory of four people who
are exposed to cosmic radiation
while piloting an experimental
spacecraft. They came back to
Earth with new powers and formed
the Fantastic Four. They first

appeared in November 196.1 in
Jicwtastic Four, No. I (Mint $1200,
Good$175),
Another~popular Marvel figure is
Dr. Bruce Banner, who becomes
the Hulk when angered or hurt due
to an overdose of gamma radiation
(it is interesting to note that the
character was renamed David
Banner in the television series). The
Hulk made his destructive entrance
in The Incredible Hulk, No. 1 (Mint
$625, Good $100) in May 1962.
And Marvel has done quite well
with George Lucas' Star Wars,
writing many original stories and
adding new characters - all with
the supervision and approval of
Lucasfilm Ltd, Collectors who
bought the first issue at a cover
price of 35 cents in July I977 now
have a comic worth $16 in mint
condition and $3 in good condition.
One of the best Marvel investments was X-Men, No. 94,
which introduces the new X-Men
team. In the summer of 1975, it
sold for 30 cents. Today it is worth
$60 in mint condition.
Even Walt Disney has done well
in the comic-book business. Issues
of Donald Duck that contain 11r·
twork by Carl Barks are treasured
and highly sought-after because of
the artist.
Unfortunately, the experts on
preservation of paper at the New
York Public Libarary have
determined that the old comic
books may not be around too much
longer.
In an exhibition entitled "Books
in Peril," they make a prognosis
concerning the life of comic books,
pulp magazines and Big Little
Books. It is extremely n~gative.
Quoted material appears below:

-

"Acidity is the primary cause of
paper deterioration. Acidity is a
state in which various impurities in..
the paper (especially lignins)
decompose to form several acids,
especailly sulphuric acid.. These
acids in turn attack the paper's
cellulose fibers. Various ·agents
which act as catalysts for acidic
conditions include light, heat,
humidity and today's heavy air
pollution which contains sulphur
dioxide in sufficeint amounts to
hasten the destruction of pulp
paper ...
"Durable paper is acid free.
Pulps are not. The acidic contents
slowly 'eat' the paper, turning it
brittle, brown, and it eventually
and inevitably crumbles. Nothing
can stop the paper from dying: the
agents of decomposition are within
the paper from birth."
What this means is that the
currently most valuable comic
books (those from 1935 to 1950)
will disappear in the not-too-distant
future, beginning around 1985.
Still, comic-book collecting is
fun. Before you begin, you should
buy the "comic-book bible," The
Overstreet Comic Book Price
Guide, published annually by
Rover! M. Overstreet. This book
will keep you from getting ripped
off, and is the most complete,
accurate, thorougly researched, and
universally accepted price guide to
available comic books. It is
available at stores that handle used
and collector's comic books.
And remember: always check for
missing pages, brittle or brown
edges, condition of covers, spine
roll and tape repairs. Don't be sold
a poor-condition comic book for
the price of a mint-condition one.

Sandias _ _....;..._ _ _ _ _ __

60 incidents including holiday
officers in the -enforcement ·of weekend crowd control, motor
vehicle theft at !railheads, vanFederal laws.
dalism, OWl's and disorderly
last year on the Sandias, the conduct.
Sheriff deputies handled 238
The deputies assigned to Sandia
recorded responses (many others
were minor incidents and were not District also assisted other County
recorded) on National Forest land. officers in 57 other incidents
These
responses
involved concerning narcotics, weapons,
everything from criminal homicide burglary, rape and aggravated
to vandalism and disorderly assault. These incidents were not on
conduct. In addition, the deputies National F ores! lands and were not
assisted Forest Service officers with paid for under the Sisk Act.

continued from page R..S

.Mother's Day is Sunday, .May 9.

...
Robert Sanchez

If You Could See What I Hear

NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS

A Man of Intellectual Stature
Who Brings Compassion to the Law
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Some movies were made to be
funny. Some movies were made to
be serious. Some movies take
serious situations that should never
be made fun of, blind people for
instance, and turn it into a comedy.
Movie reviewers would rant and
rave if a movie, a cmned~ about .a
blind person who never thmks he IS
blind ever came out exclaiming,
"Yo~ can't treat a serious situation
like a comedy! Think of all the
young minds you might ruin! K,ids
might think that its O.K. to be bh~d
and then they will no longer pitY
them and no longer help them and
you're going to destroy the world
you irresponsible Hollywood

,.

unless or course, the hero has a
fanatics!"
Then there are those movies that handicap, like blindness.
make the main character so likeable
That is, up till now. No such
that the audience would give movie like lf You Could See Wh/11 I
continued on page R-8
anything to become that person,
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This Mother's Day, remember Mom with an FTD*Big
Hug'•; Bouquet. A beautiful arrangement of fresh now•
ers in a distinctive Ceramic Pot. Just stop by your near·
est FT0 1' Florist before May 9, and send the FTD Big
Hug Bouquet. It's a special Mother's Day gift the girl
back home won't ever forget.

Send your love with special

~·) care.

The FTb Big Hug Bouquet is generally available lor l~s; than $18.50.
As independent retailers, PTD Florists set their own prices. Individual
pritcs_rtlay vary. S_ervicc charges and de_livery may be addiUonnl .
.t 1982 Florists' Transworld Oeliv~ry Asso<:iation. 11,f{egistered
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-Film--------"---------------continued from ptJge R-7
Hear has existed, There have been
movies about blind people before,
but the directors always wanted to
stir up an emotion like pity for the
poor souls struggling for success.
And !inally they achieve success,
but they are still blind and the
. viewer might not want to .actually
be that. person, even though he
joins in the cries of suc<;ess,
If You Could See What I Hear is
an "irresponsible" movie like that.
Except maybe it's not so
irresponsible. It depicts a young
boy, Thomas Sullivan (Marc
Singer), who became blind because
too much oxygen was pumped into
the incubator, who never reali~es he
is blind, really. He knows he's blind

and he accepts it, but he never once
thinks that he is different than
other people. The movie is about
this young lad and a tragic situation
that finally show.s him that yes,
Thomas my boy, you are different
than other people, The movi!! is
about his learning to understand
himself as a blind person. But the
movie. doesn't stop there. It is a
movie about love and friendships.
It poignantly shows that blind
people can have relationships too
and that Thomas must learn to live
with love in order to love. The
friendship between Thomas and his
best friend, Will Sly . (R.H.
Thomson) is touching. Although
Sly takes care of Tom, Sly doesn't
treat him as blind either. Their

friendship is honest, something
missing from other movies a bout
college-aged stuclents,
Director/producer Eric Till uses
Thomas' .blindness effectively. Sly
leads him around town on his
bicycle telling him to jump over fire
hydrants or park benches, This
works fine except whenever a
beautiful girl walks by disrupting
Sly's att:ntion and down Thomas
goes into a park bench. Or perhaps
when Thomas goes out on a first
date with Patti (Sarah Torgov), and
she forgets to tell him to watch out
for that tree. Or perhaps the fact
that Tom's first relationship is with
a black cheerleader, Heather
Johnson (Shari Delasonte Harper),
because he is blind he never knew

that she was black. According to realizing he really is different than
Tom, in addition to being blind, he everybody else or whether or not he
is also "color blind." Perhaps deep will give up, get married and have a
meanings do run through this 'wife take care of him, Subscripts at
the end of the movie tell us that this
movie.
movie was based on a real-live
In any case, the moVIe ts not person, Tom Sullivan, and that the
irresponsible and is not abusing he did get married, and that's all.
blindness just to make a comedy. It
WHAT HAPPENED?
has its serious parts, It has its share
Enough said. The movie is a
of crying and laughing, of backmarvelous attempt at showing
slapping and bar-room brawls, of
blindness from a different point of
romance, friendships and college
view, showing that a blind person is
orgies.
no different than anybody else,
However, the end is a cop-out. more or less, and it succeeds. Marc
The viewer is left hanging trying to Singer has a good career as an actor
decide whether or not Thomas will ahead of him if he continues to give
make. it as a blind person after such convincing performances.

Eddie Tafoya
Victor/Victoria '

Victor/Victoria, the new movie by Blake Edwards (of Pink Panther
fame), is totally unbelievable. Great acting only comes from Lesley Ann
Warren (in a minor role), the implied dramtic situation is too far-fetched,
the rags-to-riches plot is old and worn-out; all the comic gags Edwards
pulls we've seen before; and to top it off, everything at the end of this
movie works out so all the major characters are happy.
Sounds like just another ho hum of a movie that should have been a bad
T.V. show, right?
Well, Victor/Victoria is anything but boring, and very far from bad.
Blake Edwards pulls off a series of redone cliches with so much finesse that
we hardly know they are there, and even when we do realize that we are
watching old Marx Brothers and I Love Lucy bits, the movie is too en.
joyable for us to really care where these elements came from.
The movie, which is set in Paris, 1934, opens with a singing, starving,
Victoria (Julie Andrews) who is out of money and deseparate enough to
sacrifice her virtue for a lowly meatball. And when her clothes are confiscated and an idea storms in the brain of Toddy, her new-found friend
(Robert Preston), the beautiful, blue-eyed Victoria turns into a somewhat
suggestive, but not too convincing woman pretending to be a man.
Actually, the man Victoria is pretending to be is pretending to be a woman
- who starts making a ton of money performing at a gay nightclub, no
less. So when King (James Garner) appears at this nightclub it is no big
wonder that he right away sees through the disguise(s?).
After this the movie turns out a stocy just about a woman pretending to
be a male drag queen performing at a gay bar, and into a story about a rich
Chicago businessman who is in love with a woman who eveybody thinks is
a man. And through this, statements are made, and questions are raised
and Victor/ Victoria becomes something to entertain the intellectuals and
the moralists - not just the hedonists.
So as the movie progresses, so do the complications, A man falls in love
with a man; a woman wants to fall into bed with Julie Andrews (who the
woman thinks is a man), people begin crawling in and out of a hotel room,
and are only noticed enough to raise an eyebrow or two; and a bumbling
private investigator appears (is this an allusion .to the Pink Panther, Mr.
Edwards?).
In her caricature as a dim-witted, whiny-voiced, dumb blonde, Lesley
Ann Warren is excellent. She is totally off-the-wall, totally too far gone,
and in any other movie, her character would be too extreme. But in this
unbelievable movie, this unbelieveable character works very well.
But the biggest credit for making this movie work must go to Blake
Edwards himself because the directio.n is what saves this movie. Some of
the sequ•.mces border on slapstick, some border on surrealism, and the
whole work borders on the cliche, the used-up and the mondain; yet
through all of this, Blake Edwards' pacing is impeccable. The audience
feels happy when we should feel happy, we overlook what should be
overlooked, and we respond. to what needs to be responded to,
Victor/ Victoria is never touching, frequently hilarious, and totally
enjoyable. Blake Edwards might be labeled as a genius after pulling this
one off.

News Briefs

'I

President William E. Davis will
be among those to receive awards
for .contributions to child care at a
ceremony to be held May I at 9
a.m. in the UNM SUB Ballroom.
The awards presentation will
highlight a breakfast celebrating the
growth of campus child care. The
breakfast will be followed by a
workshop on child relations at
10:30 a.m. by UNM Associate
Professor of Psychiatry, Dr, Ross
Snyder, and Child Psychologist Dr.
Nancy Black.
The breakfast and workshop are
being sponsored by Citizens on
Behalf of Young People and
Families, the UNM Institute for
Applied Research Services, Title
XX and the UNM Child Care
Cooperative.
New Mexico First Lady Alice
King and SecretarY of Human
Services Lawrence Ingram will also
be recognized with an award for
their contributions in the area of
child care.

The UNM three-mile mmt
marathon will be held Monday at 9
a.m. on the north golf course. The
event is co-sponsored by Miller Lite
Beer .
The annual run is open to
everyone, ACC collegiate lettermen
or track team members. Lite Run
T -shirts will be on hand for the first
180 entrants and awards will be
given to first through third place
winners,
The run will begin on the service
road west of the golf course.
Check-in-time is 8:30a.m., where a
$5 entry fee will be charged.
More information is available in
Room 230 of Johnson Gym.

High school teachers who want
to teach advanced courses in math
and English can get special training
at UNM this summer.
Two courses - Teaching advanced Placement Mathematics and
Teaching Advanced Placement
English, are tailored to the needs. of
teachers and also to fulfill the
Board
Advanced
The UNM Anthropology Society College
will present a series of rare short Placement program, which offers
films from the 1920s depicting college credit to high school
various aspects of daily life; at Zuni students who complete these special
pueblo. These 20 films, originally courses and pass a national
produced by the Heye Foundation, examination.
have been made available through
Tuition for the course is $9.6
the Zuni Archaeology Program.
each. Those taking the courses must
The showing will be at 1 p.m. be enrolled at UNM as graduate
today in Rm. 176 of the stUdents or non-degree students.
Anthropology building. The films Applications and more information
will last approximately 90 minutes are available from the Dean of
and there is no chltrge for ad- Admissions and Records Office in
Scholes Hall on the UNM campus,
mission.

Saturday, the world's working
people celebrate May Day, the
international labor day. To honor
the 92nd anniversary of this day,
the N.M. branch of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) will
sponsor their fourth annual May
Day party at Casa Armijo, 1021
Isleta S.W.

and the American labor movement
from 1900 to 1925. It includes
interviews with old timers, rare film
footage and music of the era.
Lumbre del Sol, a Santa Fe rock
and roll dance band, will play from
9:00 until I :00.

Admission is $2,00 for both the
film and dance, with a SO cent
The I.W.W., founded in 1905, is discount for any union member.
America's oldest revolutionarY Beer and wine is available-bring
labor organization. It closely yourl.D.
resembles in theocy and practice the
Polish Solidarity Movement.
Formerly held on Vassar St.
S.E., your favorite king-hell May
The party will start at 7 p.m. with Day party is now being held at Casa
a showing of the 1980 documentary Armijo in the South Valley. For
film "The Wobblies". The film further information, call 255-3225
covers the history of the I. W. W. after 4:00p.m.

Presented by The
ASUNM Speakers and Popular Entertainment Committee
Tickets at Ticketmaster Outlets

'

T)le meeting will begin at 9 a.m.
in the Pete McDavid Room of the
University Arena on the UNM
South Campus. It will address such
issues as ide11tifying the most
significant issues facing the
education system in the state and
what the system can do to meet the
educational needs of citizens.

The New Mexico Ballet Company will hold its annual membership reception at Mayor Harry
Kinney's home on May-2 from 2 to
4p.m.
The guest of honor this year will
be Suzanne M. Johnston, who
founded the ballet company in
1972. She will serve as company
director for its lOth season.
For more information call
298-9164.

NlnB Johnson posfls Wh/lfJ traveling artist Jsm68 S~~g drsws her
poitralt st the ms/1. Sing, who Is from H!wsll Sllld he likfJS New
Mexico snd will bs here forB few weeks •
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS

D

Ortega Reading Room
3rd floor Ortega Hall
April 30, 1982 4:00-6:00 p.m.

"Ese Viejo Chingon" by Marrujo
"New Mexico Land Grant Study" by
Cash
"Cholo GrafiHi" by Cohen
"Role of Hispanic Women
of the 1800's etc." by Retana
Our objective
is two-fold: to stimulate greater scholarly
interest in the Chicano experience and to
facilitate the dissemination of that in forma·
tion as part of the growing body of know·
ledge on Chicanos. This forum recognizes
the contributions of under-graduates, and
provides them with an opportunity to for·
mally present scholarly endeavors and exchange Information with the larger student/
faculty ~ommi.lnlty.
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The College of Arts and Sciences offers a major and minor in Russian Studies, designed to provide
the student with a broad knowledge or modern Russia through study of social sciences, humani·
ties, and language. The major consists of twenty hours of language, a core program in economies,
geography, history, and political sciences and afield specialization. The minor offers students the
opportunity to apply their interdisciplinary skills to a specific geographic area and consists of
fourteen hours or language with nine additional hours in selected courses. The program is
designed to prepare graduates for career possibilities in government and business or advanced
training in graduate and professional schools, induding law. For further information on the
Russian Studies Program, contact members of the faculty Committee.
Natasha Kolchevska, Chair (Modem & Classical Languages)
Paul Jonas (Economics)
_
Byron Lindsey (Modern & Classical Languages)
Richard Murphy (Geography)
Richard Robbins (History)
Philip Roeder (!>olitical Science)
Diane Stine (Serials, Gent Library)

Russian 345 Russian Civilization
TT 12:30-1:45
In English. no prerequisites, non-majors wclcon~c.
The Russians--the Polk and the State, an introduction
to the rich and Httlc·known culture. Tenm taught by
Kolchcvska and Lindsey.
Russian Hll Elcmentry Russian
001 MWF 9:00·9:50
T 9:30-10:20 Kolchcvska
002 MTWF 11 :00·11 :SO Lindsey
Russian 201 Intermediate Russian
MWF ! 1:00·11 :50 Kolchcvska
Russian 203 Russian Conversation
TT 9:30· 10:45 Lindsey
Russian 301 Advanced Russian
MWf' 9:00-9:50 Lindsey
Russian 303 Advanced Russian Conversation
ARR Kolchcvska
Russian 307 Introduction to Russian Literature
(conducted in Russian)
MWF 1:00-1:50 Kolchevska and Lindsey
Russian 345 Russian Civilization
Tf 12:30-1 :45 Kolchcvska and Lindsey
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Explore The Other Zone
Consider Russian Studies
for Fall 1982

.\'
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CHICANO
UNDERGRADUATE
PAPER FORUM

Fall Courses:

Canivan East

Johnson Gym, UNM Campus
April 30 • 7 p.m.

New Mexicans will be offered a
chance to influence postsecondary
educational policy for the next five
years during a meeting of the
planning committee of the State
Commission on Postsecondary
Education on May 3.

May Day party honors labor_

Kelly Gibbs

The Caravan East, at 760S Central Ave. NE, is one of Albuquerque's
o.ldest country and western night clubs. It is also one of Albuquerque's
fmest.
.
Geared toward the over-30 set, the Caravan offers a good hardwood
dance floor (very important to any serious dancer!), large enough to suit
almost anybody's taste. The club itself is spacious too with cozy nooks
for the ro~antics and tables do~e to the dance flo~r fo~ close scrutiny of
good-lookmg band members. Bemg near the dance flooris important too
for any competitively inclined dancers.
'
'
Always a must, the service is impeccable. You can order drinks either
direc!ly from ~he ~ar or a waitress ~ill take your order for you- quickly.
That sa rare fmd m Albuquerque rught spots.
Every. night ~u~ Su,nday, the C.aravan hosts a Happy Hour from 4:30 to 7
p.m., wtth ladtes dnnks halfpnceand men's drinks two for one. You also
get a free Chuckwagon sandwich with your drinks •. During Happy Hour
you can l!sten and d~nce to Swamp Roots, the Caravan's Cocktail Band.
N~shvdle Express IS the featured night band until May 8,
Fr.tda~ and Saturday nigh:s req,uire a, $3 covet charge for each person.
dethng m the door on weekmghts ts gratts.
The Caravan oft7n hosts big-~ame entertainment and the upcoming
weeks are no exception. May 5 brmgs Moe Bandy to the stage and May 18
ofrers Faron Young . Jun~ 9 features.Joe Stampley and on June 30 David
Fnzzell and Shelly West wdl make thetr appearance.
. 'the Caravan East has been owned by Bill and Gean Smith for 10 years
It was re~uilt two years ago and has since become one of the most com:
fortable, lively country and western settings in town.

CHICANO STUDIES

~~

History 347 Old Russia 9th-l7th Centuries
MWF 11:00-11:50 Robbins
History 349 Russian in the Era or Rerorm and
Revolution: 1855-Prescnt
MWF 9:00:9:50 Robbins
Political Science 240 International Politics
MWF 10~00-10:50 Roeder
Politic~l Science 340,002 National Security l'olicy
W 3:00-5:45 Fuge/Roeder
Political Science 357 Government and Politics of
the Soviet Union
MWF 12:00-12:50 Roeder
Political Science 300 Topics/
20th Century Marxism
TTh 11:00-12:15 Fralin
Economics 455 The Soviet Economic System
TTh 2:00-3:45 Jonas

FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
Russian102- for students who have completed 101
or for those who have studied more Russian and would
like a review. Monday-Thursday evenings 1-9 June
7-July 2. Kolchevska
Russian 497·-Russian Literature in Translation hours
to be arranged, one hour credit. Kolchevska

l'a~·· (i
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Sports

Arts

Record-breaking UNM lifter

The Skills Center
will be open
Saturday, May I!
Writing Drop

•

Ill

Steenrod going for gold
I

The J. Geils band has nothing on
this reporter because on the cover
of the April '82 issue of
'PowerliftingUSA' is a woman that
has been in a class with the one and
only 'Steve King' and he didn't
know wha.t he was missing.

Lab

10-2

UNM is the home. of the the
women's 114 pound weight class
national powerlifting champion,
who will venture across the Atlantic
to compete. in the Fourth Annual

Opportunities to work on
mechanical problems, revise papers,
practice writing, correct spelling
errors, etc.

12-1
100
Math 120
~lath 150
~lath lG2

study
study
study
study

group
group
group
group

10-12
12-2
10-12
10-ll

The Shah, the CIA, and
other embarrassmen~
Eddie Tafoya

Closed Week Schedule
May 3-7
Writing
i\londay

English 100, 101, 102

l()ai'n

Punctuation Review
Essay Organization
lpm
llam
Punctuation Review
Grammar Review
lpm
Essay Organization
5pm
lOam
Essay Organization
Grammar Review
lpm
llmn Analyzing Essay Questions
lpm
Punctuation Review
5pm
Grammar Review
lOam Analyzing Essay Questions
1pm
Gnumnar Review

Tuesday
\V(•dnesday
Thurscby
Friday

Math Final Reviews
~lath

100

~lath

120

~!nth

150

Math 162

~Ion day

9-10
'Tuesdav 4".5
\Vednesday· 12-1
Thursday 2-3
Friday 12-2
.Yiondav 4-.5
Tuesdav 1-2
\V ednesday· 9-10
4-.5
Thursdav 11"12
Frid~ty 12"2
~~londav .3-4
Tuesda;, 3-4
Thursday .5-7
Fridav 1-2
Wednesday 3-4
Thut·sday

3-4

U.S. Women's Powerlifting
Championships.
Eleven countries will be
represented in Birmingham,
England, the site at which Vicki
Steenrod will attempt to break three
world records, One of which she
owns herself. She lifted over three
times her body weight in breaking
the world deadlift record,
"It (the record lift) was 363
pounds," said Steenrod, who when
she is not working out, majors in
physical education. "I've only been
training for two years and 1 won a
na!ional championship.''

Golfers snag tourney

Review of Essay Organization
~lath

Steve King
Sports Editor

On Company Business
"The Shah of Iran was the
perfect man for the CIA. We told
him What to do. We told him how
to do it.''
Former CIA agent Phillip Agee
says this in a way that does not
sound like testimony or a confession, but like an open, direct
statement of fact.
Agee goes on to tell about how
the United States directed the CIA
to install the Shah, manipulate the
Iranian government and supress the
Iranian people until they could
stand it no more.
Then all hell broke loose.
Alan Francovich's documentary
film, On Company Business is not a
film which sugarcoats the American
image. In fact if On Company
Business does anything to the
American dream, it foreshadows its
crumbling.
''Americans were up in arms
about the Iranian crisis," said
Francovich in a recent interview.
"But what so few Americarts realize
is that the CIA has been using its
inte!Ugence, not for our national
security, but to gain control over
the nations of this earth.''
"The Iranian people were plain
pissed off because the CIA had
been screwing them for years. But
to the Iranians it wasn't the CIA
who was doing ali these terrible
things - they saw it as the
American people," Francovich
said.
Does that mean this film justifies
those people who . overtook our
embassy and held our people
hostage for a year and a half?
Well, yes. On Company Business
does that. Francovich's cameras
not only document the CIA's
ruthless activities, but takes you
inside the its heat-chambers used
for
torture, and , presents
testimonies, not only from the
tortured, but a long list of ex-CIA
agents.
These agents talk of their participation (usually indirect) in the
military build-up before the coup
which overthrew President Allende
in Chile, attempts on the life of
Fidel Castro, the construction of a
bomb school, and political
manipulations in Angola, Brazil
and Uraguay.
Francovich says the evidence

presented by former agents should
not only be looked on as an in·
dictment of the agency, but also
must be looked at as a criticism of
the presidents who have authority
over the CIA.
"The presidents of the United
States have been strong-willed men.
If they were not, they would not
have been in that office. So if the
United States had not had an intelligence organization, they would
have created one," former agent
David Allee Philips, who looks like
an IBM businessman, says in the
film.
·
On Company Business is made
up of testimony, mostly from Agee
·(who was a consultant oil the film),
but also from Philips, John Stockwell, and Richard Martinez, all of
whom once worked for the world's
biggest spy organization.
And the film works by splicing
the testimony of the ex-CIA agents
against the denial of CIA involvement by former presidents
Truman, Johnson, Kennedy and
Nixon.
·This film is not easy. Nor is it
really entertaining. What it is, is a
horrifying testimonial about un"
dercover acts committed by the
CIA and the how the world has
· suffered for them.
"Something has got to be done
about this, or it will eventually
destroy this country," Francovich
said, "The government has been
terrorizing other countries, working
in conjunction with the Mafia, and
every president not only knew what
was going on, but supported it."
"This is done in such a way that
it anything went wrong, the
President couldn't be blamed. The
CIA is blamed," Fraricovich adds.
"The main point of this film is
that the CIA is terrorizing this
world under the name of the people
of the United States. I don't
support what they are doing, and I
don't think any sane Americans
would if they knew what was going

It has been said that with a little
hard work, the moon can be
reached.
The UNM women's golf team
chalked up a great performance in
Provo, Utah Wednesday. It didn't
send them into orbit but it was a
step in the right direction.
The Lobos captured four of the
top five spots in the individual
event as well as beating the host
team - Brigham Young University. Theresa Schreck edged
teammate Susan Sanders by one
stroke to grab medalist honors.
Schreck led after the first day and
then shared the lead with Sanders
going into the clubhouse after 36
holes. Schreck f.ired a 7A in the final
round to nose out Sanders, who
carded a 75 on the day,
UNM had a 914 team score,
which was 24 strokes better than
BYU's final total. Both teams will
venture to Palo Alto, Calif. for the
nationals in May. UNM and BYU
were the only teams competing for
the team title.
"I think we surprised BYU a
little with our outing," said Coach
Henry Sandles. "Theresa and Sue
really held us in there. They shot
sub-par rounds the first day and
made the BYU golfers make
mistakes trying to catch up.''
Four girls made the all·
conference team. Schreck and

Harvey axed
UNM basketball coach Gary
Colson has suggested that guard
Bill Harvey, a reserve who averaged
about 10 minutes a game last year,
not come out for the team next
season.
In a letter to the 6-foot-1 player
from Hampton Bays, N.Y., Colson
said he decided "it would not be in
the best interests of the basketball
program for you to participate on
the basketball squad for the 19821983 season."
The letter said Colson did not
want to hamper Harvey's
education, "so I will recommend
that your scholarship be renewed."
In a statement released by Colson
late Thursday the coach slated "His
attitude was not what we were
looking for. We're not running him
off; We don't need his scholarship.
We had some problems with him in
the past and we don't need to go
through those problems again."

on."
"The CIA is powerless agaisnt
informed people. Their objective is
to collect information and confuse
people as much as they can. This is
their way of gaining power.
On Company Business will be
showing at Don Pancho's Art
Theater May 2 to 4. Sunday at 3:35
and 7 p.m.; Monday and Tuesday
at7 p.m ..

Sanders joined injured cohorts
Dana Howe and Kris Monaghan in
the unit.
"We played well earlier out in
Palo Alto, so I think that we will do
all right," Sandles ads. "The girls
know the course and have a lot of
confidence. BYU will be there too.

She had trouble with her &quats
in the opening set but came through
nicely in the deadlift and bench
press to outdistance her competitors.
She won that championship last
month in Auburn, Ala., but she
had to scratch and claw for it. The
magazine called her a bomber .in the
1981 championships, which was her
first national exposure, but
Steenrod called it something else.
"I scratched last year," was the
way the tan and (Beautifully) built
Steenrod put it. ''I had some
problems then, but I hope to go to
England and come back with the
Gold." She will be trying to break
her own deadlift record plus the
Squat and Bench Press records in
her first international competition.
Steenrod started out in a
weightlifting class with Pete
Martinelli and found she liked the
sport. Now she is going for world
fame and loves it. It's no wonder
that this reporter feels like a fool
for something tlrat happened three
long semesters ago.

Hyou think a "one-piece shell" is
an oyster lover's nightmare,
you're not ready for Memorex.
On an oyster, a one-piece shell
would be bigtrouble.
But with Memorex cassettes,
it's a big benefit
Using ultra high frequency
sound, we sonicallyweld the two
halves of every Mernorex cassette to form a single. solid cas·
sette shell.
This single·Uhif construction
gives Memorex cassettes a structural rigidity which is critical to
precise tape· to-head contact

Superstars
The Lobo football team will
be holding a superstars competition Saturday morning irt
around the south athletic
complex. lt will be the offense
agllinst the defense starting at 9

Test it yourself. Hold a
Mernorex cassette on both ends
and twist. Notice how rigid the
cassette is. How it resists flexing.

a.m ••

•

..

Remember, even the slightest
variation in cassette shape can
alter the way the tape comes in
contact with the head. Which can
drastically affect sound repro·
duction.
That's why we prefersonic
welding.
It keeps our cassette structure as true as our
remarkable sound
reproduction.
Which, thanks to
our unique tape
formulation and an
extraordinary binding process called
Permapass.'" will
remain true to life
play after play. Even
after 1000 plays.
In fact, a Memorex
cassette will always deliver true sound reproduction, or we'll replace H. Free.

So put your next recording
on Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II,
METAL IV or normal bias MRXI.
Each has a one-piece shell.
Which, on an oyster, is a bad
idea.
But on a cassette, it's a
real pearl.

NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK l !SIT LIVE, OR IS IT

MEMO REX

:lo. JSI82.

1. Personals
nn:t: TO <;OOO home • Loving, sp~y«l female
dalmalion. 11/t years ol<l. Needs room to run. Oood
with children. Call Maryann, 277-5656.
SilO
I'RE(;NANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CON'IACfS·I'OI.ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Ca~~y
Opt:cal Company on Loma~ just west of Wa~IJinston.
tfn
W~•.110'1' lliHTKIIHJTOI(S. Prescription eyeglass
fr~n1e1. (irccnwlch Village (Lennon Styles), gpid
runic\\. $54.50 (regul;tr $6S 00). Pay l.m Opticians,
~007 Menuul N.l•., acro1• from Lallellc!.
tfn
('JIJNt:~t; IIUt'n;T. ('IJEAI'I All you can .eat.
I.und1 $J.4S, Supper $4.50, SundaY Bruncn $3.45.
Jao·Jno'sPlacc, 5000 Centrnl Ave. Sit
tfn
!'ASSI10.1H I'IIO'roS. LOWEST prices! Pleusatll
pktUICI! .123 Wcllcllcy SE corner Silver. Please call
~dw~m.

~

FAT IS A fcrninilt i1s~e. Qroups forming now. Call
2Rl·17'H.
5/10
Jtf;('(JI(IlS t'IWM S3.98 now on sale at UNM
Jlook1tore.
4/30
II()OK!'.TO!It: SALE NOW in progress. Restocked
dnily at UNM Bookstore.
4/30
l'EII!iONA!.!Zt:o
DIOKVTIIMS.
YOUII
emotional, physt~lti, intcllc"ual cycles hand charted
in color, 12 months, only $6.95. Send
d:eck/morwynr~er wrth
birthday to Life.&ine
liiorythmics, IIJ2SB Juan Tabo, #253·1., Alb., N.M.
87112.
SltO
N<lTifE: III!AWJN(;!NON·MAJORS, Aftl42 JOO
(~all nu. ~(,()6) ~~ not cancellc<J •.Enroll now for first
\llltlfflCr 1~\\IUIJ,
tfn
MAHK '1111': H.A, from Wur1:cstcr, MA. • If you
r~mC!llbcr l aur~ fwm ChannelS and !WIT In Boston
IA•.t 1111nmer· cull617·?83.4269.
SilO
IJt;V !(Ill, N24 JlaJ}py O·day 14) forever! Moody

um

~"~
~•:u1 I'.VI·.Wll!'if.SS TO Jut and nrn, C:oronado

!lull, Tuc,., 4·' 21 ufternoon. Reward. Call S.IB2.
AYHNIION

SilO

~l'lJI!SJ

S<:IH)OI. Relation! ap.
preont~~yuu.
5/10
ASUNM n;xiuooK co.m• open.~ Monday, May
l. We will have free doughnui' to celebrate the en\1 of
<<boo!. Cornl! by to unload thOle books! 24A SUI!.
4130

2. Lost & Found
J.OST: n:MAU: DOG, Labrador t:rms, black/White
~l>Loo;t, •tomadr, paw~. Hcd collar/tag. Mls1lng sin~e
4113, Lnw'id!Qol area. 268·16351H48·29~2.
SIS
J.()ST WOMt:N'S W,\(;n;JM watch. Deep sen·
limentril l<llue. lliology building area. If found
LllnfllLI 26R·1395
5!10
A{'CrNG J40 TtXrtiOOK~ Plea1e return to Rm.
131 Murron llaJl .. No question~ asked.
tfn
('I.AIM VOllR J.OST possessions at Campus l'olice
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. datly.
tfn

3. Services
(;liJTAK UiSSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repair! nod
remnls. MAKC''5 (iuitur Center,. 143 Harvard S.E.
~6S··j~H
tfn
TYI'!N<;·I'HOFt~'iSIONAL QUALI'fY pronto at
t:inkotl'ronto; TtC' at no emn charge. We will edit.
Kll', .2112 ('emral Sll. acrou Central fr9m Popejoy
Hall
tfn
A•I1YI'ISTS·Tt;I!M papers, resume.•299·8970.
4130
CiARnt:~t;JIS ...STAK'J' EASY wllh Tim's tllling.
Rt•tnti!ling,mnnure, c!ean•up. 268·6510.
4/30
'tVI'I!'IIi-•·As'J'. A<Tl!RAn;, reasonable. Cassette
,I taiii'<IPtion. 247·2SRl.
515
n:N l)()l.I,A RS·•R.:SIJMt:S ten dollars,
l'rofmlollnl Company. 26S·15SJ.
tfn
lYI'IST. n:RM 11Art:RS 299·1240.
4/30
14 ll<li.IR l'VI'lNCl, tern! papers, thesis,
nmnuscrlpt!, 8&1-0628 Jean, after6;00 prn.
5112
Nt:W 'TYI'ING llONt:? Call Virginia day or
C\CJiings Ut 296·3096,
4/30
I'UOI't~~SIONAI, •:J>JTING. n:RM papers, theses,
dimrtaliorls~-all subjcm. Cal Linda: 28H79S.
5110
I'IIOFt:SSIONA I, TYPING D¥ English Ma/edltor.
VMr ei<perience with disseratiom, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
7129
AAA t'ASl' ACCURAn: typing, 266·3953, 884·
6!99.
4/30
Nt:•:J) TYPING llONE? Call typing "lnk"..82l·
6916. School ~apers.. resumes-whatever you "eed.
Work.guaranteed!.
4/30
U'P!NO FAST/KEASONAUU;. Call C.L. Spence,
l99·l605nfter I p.m.
SIS
QUAI.ITY TYPING 51/page, 266-8590 after S. 5110
A· I TYPIST • TERM papcu, resumes299·8970.
1129

PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
REASONABLE.
Extemive secret.arial experience, JBM Selectric II!,
299·6256 or 299·2676. Free pick up ancl delivery on
most orders,
6/24

4. Housing
THE CITt.Ot:I.-SlJPERB location near UNM and
downtown. !lus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220. All utilities pald. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
I'ROt't:'iSJ()NAL WOMAN, MID 40's, Operated
own business 20 years. ln town 4 mo. (Sept.· Dec.)
Will take over small buslne1s, rancn or estate
management, full o.r part·tlme in exchange for 2
bedroom house/apt, Call Donna 9-4 at277-2231.
4/30
FOR RENT: f.Ff'JCIENCY ~partment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $190/mo., all utilities paid, SI2S security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or petS. Plerue ~ll before 6:00
In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
FOR J.EAS~; 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881-3974.
tfn
FOR Rt:NT: 1.16 Co~nell S,t:. 2 bdrm, 1 bath house.
CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265·9542 or evenings 88!.
3974.
tfn
HAJ.t' JILOC:K USM furnished one bedroom twin or
dot:l>le $235 includes utillties, Varsity House 268·
0525.
512
CAMPUS CJ.OSt: HUGE J bdrm house fenced for
kids und pel! only $200. Call Sun Rentals, 262·175!.
4/30
ROOM TO )lOAM clean butsmaiiS85.monthly, One
bedroom. Low deposit. Sun Rentals. 262·1751. 4130
f'OR KENT: EFfiCit:NCY Apartment $120: I
bedroom, Sl SO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf coum·. Clo5e to UNM <!nd TVI, 1313 Welle5lcy
s.e ..256-7748.
5110
IIAI.f JII.OCK lJNM four bedroom. furnished house
$450 268·0525.
6/J
IIQUSEMAHl WANTEI> l"ON·SMOKER share
JllD hou1e with 2-GRD students, 140/mo plus
lltilitie5. Avuilable end May, tennis across street, ncar
UNM. 255·5175, 255·4996, 277>6437.
SilO
II!Kf. TO CI.ASS clean· and cozy house with all
utilities paid. Sl2S monthly, call Sun Rental:;. 262·
175!.
4/30
I)ANJ>V UUPLF:X t'U.RNISJIF.D I BDRM, walking
distance to UNM, Fenced yard, S!S5 moves }'a! S.R.
262-1751.
4/30
('"MPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS: 215 Yale
lllvtl. S.E. at Lead. Studio Apts. near stores and
UNM $185 per month. Ftee utilities, $130 deposit, 6
month !calc. No children, pets or roommates. See
manager at Apt. 2 or call 243-6210 evenings or 883·
S940.
4/30
l.AW SWilt:NT W/POOUI.E see~s rental
Aug./Sept,• Dec. Furnished .2 bedroom house or apt.
Prefer public transportation ace~. Willing to
house/animal sit or house swap (N,tJ.J Call Donna 9·
4 at 277·2231.
4/30
WAI.K TO UNM/TVI Larger 2 bdrm home fully
carpeted. Newer appliances. Sl25. Sun Rentals. 262·
1751.
4130
HOUSt:Mt.TE: SHARE RIDGECREST, 4BR.
Sl30/largebedroom, 266-2974.
S/10
1WO ROOMMt.n:S NEEDED, one starting S·l,
other 5·17.S9S/mo. plus V. utilities. 344·6028, SIS
f'OR RENT, SMALl, one bedroom apartment, 4
blocks from UNM, 2 blocks from l'VI. Partia!Iy
furnished, $130/miJnth plus utilities • Available
Immediately, call242·1842, nfter6 p.m.
5110
CU:AN, t'URNISHEJ) OSE-UEI>ROOM apart·
ment, yard, A/C, $170/mo plus utilities, SISO
deposlt,344-4!3S evelllngs.
S/10
UMN AREA, SMt.LL eff., S95 per mo., utilities, not
4/30
furnished, call293·1070 after 5 p.m.
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR summer and fall,
Reasonable rent, quiet neighborhood. Call Claire at
25$-4439, mornings at277-4211.
5/S
ONE Bt:llROOM, SUMMt:R sublet, one block west
or Engineering bldgs. Available 5/20-8/10, $170/mo.
J'ay rent froni6/1·8!10. 242•S596,
S/10
AVAll.ABI.E NOWI 'IWO bedroom townhouse
style apartment. Fully furnished, fireplace & se,urity
features, Utilities paid. S350 month. Call 848•3029,
Monday•Frlday9·5,
SilO
Nt:ED ROOMMATE. SIIARE 3/bedroom 1
211/bath townhouse with fireplaoe, double garage,
)ilCU71t. Thrre blocks from campus. $167.00 plus
utilities. Call Diane A. 842-8725, 8·2pm.
5,110
lBR IIOUSE; WD to campus. Shady, quiet. Couples
only; kids okay. $350/mo., 277•5034 aflernoons, or
265·9271 evenings.
4/30
tlJRNISIIEil APARTMENT NEAR UNM·TVI,
$180/mo. plus ciccultity, 242·91 SB, 242•708 I. 4130
IIOUSING: JACUZZI, POOL, sauna, furnished,
summer s~blet. Share 2 bdr., 2 bath with one perso:J,
883·0865.
4/30

FURNISHED CLEt.N 'JWO bedroom house,
Adults, No J>'IS. S215/mo .. 242-0413.
4/30
fOR SUMMER SUBl.ET May 15-Aug 15, 2 bdr,
fenced yard, S250tmo, 256-0232.
515
THRF;E UEDROOM HOUSE, sublet $300/month.
Furnished, June 1-Aug 31.256-3754.
515
SUMMER SUBLET, I BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Utilities free •.S20S/mo., &42-0651, 5110
AV t.ILAULE NOW! SWOIO Condo's S.l90.00 ;~nd
<Joe bedroom condo's 5260.00. Includes all utilities.
Close to UNM. Call243·788l. Wee)tdays, 9·5. 7129

5. ForSale
FOR SALE: ALFALFA Sl.OO per bale first, second,
and third cuttings, Will deliver wit~in a 10 mile radius
for $3.50 per bale. Call 873·0372.
4/30
LIKESEJ.I.ING MY s<Jull But must sell, Fischer RC·
4 Do_;.nhill racing skis, 223cm, Italian national team
stock, never drilled for bindings. Call242-4688 after 6
pn

~~

DF..SPERATEl FORCED TO !ell. Nikon 500mm
mirror, f8. Brand new, used once. Includes 4 filters
and leather CB~e. S325. Cal1242.4688 after6 pm. tfn
lfl'34C$100, 277-4486.
4 30
1981 210 DATSUN 2door, 1700 miles, 76 Fiat. H~·
0843. Best offer.
4 30
VOLVO 1973 l44 excellent mechanical condi!lon.
Call8B4-2718 evenings.
S 10
WOMEN'S 19" SCHWINN varsity, newly rebuilt
$100, 843·7234 or 88!·3535.
4130
ALU;GRO TOURING BICYCLE 57cm, excellent
5110
condition. $650 or best, 242·2556.
LIKE NEW, THOMAS Playmate organ. Two key
boards and eXtras. $700 or best offer, 88!-6679,
evenings ancl weekends.
5/10
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 58 excellent condition,
manuals, batteries, AC adaptor, program sheets, $70,
103 Goulet Ct, Belen, N.M.
SilO
4 x 5 BINDER Camera Kit, directions Included, call
266·6949.
4130
MOTORCYCLE 1980 HONDA CM400T, Wind·
shield, luggage rack, trunk. 11,000 miles. ExceUent
condition. Sl ,tOO. 821-7468.
5/10
IIOTF.CIUA ITALIAN RACING bike. 21 inches,
new gear cluster, X·tra wheels. $250 after 6 p.m., 28i·
3589 or 242-4688.
tfn

6. Employment
!'ART·TIME JOU afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SS16
Menaul NE.
tfn
mVISION OF GOVERNME.'IT Research needs
another work. study qualified clerical. person. Must be
able t<J work this summer. Pick up an application at
.1920 Lomru.
SllO
JOII SEARCfiiNG n:CHNIQUES. 4-hour classes,
$15.265·7SSJ.
tfn
JOB SEARCHING? TRY Job Opportunity .Bc.t•
terment Services. 265-1551.
tfn
WANTED: PART TIME Secretary for small
Metaphysical Book Publishing Company. Hours
flexible. Payment part cash, part .trade units a! Local
Barter Company. Call Skip at 293·1508 mornings
before 9:45a.m. (no smokers!).
SIS
WORK STUU¥ QUALIFIED person for accounting
and office work in business office of the Dally Lobo.
Apply in person B•S, M·F. Ask for Maryann.
tfn
REUABLE HELP WANTEJ> throughout summer.
Two hours weekdays, I2:30·2:30, some lifting. 3
blocks from campus. S4 hour. Call 242·3347
evenings.
4/30
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research may hire a
grad student, rc we can find one that knows
something about computing. Must be available to
work this summer. Pick up an application at 1920
Lomas, Room 166.
SIS
MANAGEM.:NT TRAINEE: 114 year old national
company has several openings In New Mexico.
Candidate should have college degree and/or some
busincso, teaching or sales background. Starting
income up to $2,000 per month. No overnight travel.
Excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to: 6400
Uptown Blvd. NE300·E, Albuquerque,NM 87JIO,
4/30
SECRETARIAL IIEI.P l'iEEUED I weekday
morning, starting summer school. Shorthand and
typing a must. 3 blocks from campus. Call evenings.
242·3347.
4/30
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research may hire
one or two undcrgrad students, if we can find one
that knows something about computing. Must be
avaUable to work this summer. Pick up an application
at 1920 Lomas, Room 166,
SIS
SUMMER JOBS. WE need sales clerks and Dairy
Queen counter help to work this summer, four days
on and four days off, Interviews will be held only on
May 7•8 from 94 at Bewlin's Inc:., 136 l.oulsiana
N.E.

SIS

WORD PROCESSOR DATA entry person. Part·
time. Apply 131 Marron flail.
SilO

Daily Lobo
Questionnaire
You can attend a Philippine
school recognized by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association or listed with the
World Health OrganitatiorL
Students are eligible to take

the ~CFVG or ECFMG

exam.

All programs are taught in

English.
FOii APPLICATION AND DEl AILS
CONTACT

Foreign Educational Services
Landoltnternaltonal. Inc
Route 2. Box 388

!JelariO. Caltfornra 93215
Tf!lephone 8051725·5536
Plemw mdtcalP wh:cl\ pmntnt\1
Veterinary or Medical
lor pruner
;JPptw.tlton

To those UNM students who received a
Daily Lobo Questionnaire:

Please Respond
You are part of a scientifically chosen
sample and your opinion is important to

us.

Mail your
questionnaire today!

OVERSEAS JOBS: SUMMERJye;..r mund. Europe,

9. Las Noticias

s. Ameri~•. Au st., Asia. All fl~lqs. $500·$1~00 mo;

Sight s~ing. Free info., write PC .B<J~ 52 N.M.,
Cor<Jna del Mar, Ca. 92625.
SilO
Ht;LP WANTED; PART·TIME lt<Jstess, bartender,
waiters an\! waitresses needed, Apply in per·
son-Syndi~ate Restaurant, 2225 Wyoming N.E,
5/10
WANT AN .INTERESTING summer Job? The Girl
Scout Camp in the Jemez Mountains needs coun·
selor;, riding staff and utility people, Call 243·958 1
for details.
~/3
CHILCARF; PE;RSON NEEDED part·Ume. No.n·
srnoklng, N.E. H~igtlls. Experience, transportation
5110
required. PennY, 822-0947.

Ct\,MPUS ORGANIZATIONS: .advertise In Lll!l
Notlclll!l for 10 cents a word,
trn
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club's spring forma(,
8:00·11:00, April 30th, Live Ballroom band and
refre~hments provided, Info, 865·1554, 881-3087,
247-1943.
4/30
UNM GEOLOGY CLUU picnic, May 2nd in the
Sandias, Food, beer, raffle, fun and games. Tickets$3;00, Available in main office, Northrop Hall, 4/30
TI:IE MAN WHO pointed out all "Your Erroneous
Zones", Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, wllll~ture at the Kiva.
Auditorium, in the Convention Center, at 7:30p.m.,
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES NEEDED, Top pay for May 7, Topic: From his new !lest seller, "The SkY's
exPerience<! salespeople. Apply at the Oaily Lobo, The Limit." Tickets $7 at 881-4311, or $7,50 from
515
room 131 Marron Hal.
5/10 Ticketmaster.
NOTICE: ORA WING/NON.MAJORS, Art 142 100
(call no, 5606) is not cancelld. Enroll now for first
summer session.
tfn
,\SA. GALLERY-RECEP110N, party for last
NEED PERSON TO share driving and expenses to exnibition of semester-Conceptions SouthWest,
Friday, April 30th, 7 p.m., Everyone invited!. 4130
New Jers)'. Lea1·ing May 8th or 9th. Call2~6-6750,
4/30 SPURS-THE OFFIC~; of School Relalions thinks
TAA \'EL: SEEP RIDE to SaULake,May 14-23. for you're gr~t! Thanks for ail your .help on sneak
S/10
me and bicycle. Will help pay gas. 883-0865,
4/30 preview.
GOING TO BURBANK, Calif.: Need lil'e biological ASUNM TEXTBOOK COOP will be re-opening
specimen (pigeon) transported. Will be picked liP by Monday, May 3. Stop by to check on your books.
researcher at your destination In or near Burbank, Free doughnut$ tO show off our new look. 24A SUB.
•
4130
842·86!3.
SIS
RIDERS .FOR COLUMBUS, Ohio; Indianapolis, C,A,R.D. CITIZENS FOR Alternatives to Radio
indiana: Louis, Missouri, ).eaving between May 20th Active dumping needs. your help now to stop the
and May 22nd. Call 865·7367 after 9:30 pm for W.l.P.P. Project, We need volunteers 10 help with
driving and gas sharing.
4/30 media, the. Dominici postcard campaigne, fllnd
WHITEWATER RAFTING, PILAR, May 18, 20, raising, ornce work, and informaUon gathering, We
27: S2S per person. Whiterock Canyon, June 13: S40. Jive in the Land 9f Enchantment but It could eruily be
Wlldwater Rafting Expedences, 266-9721.
S/10 turned into a wasteland without your help. Call
C.A.R.O. at 842-1194, Monday-Friday.
4/30
PARTY! I PARTY! I SPONSORED
by
S.O.L.A.S., Friday, April 30th, 9:QO.I;OO, Inter·
national Center.
SIS
WANTED TELEVISION, NON-WORKING OK,
water beds, furniture, 897·0249,
5/10
t'REE DOUGHNUTS! STOP by the ASUNM
~................
Textbook Coop and see how you can get more. Open
Monday. May 3.
4/30
CASII FOR WATER beds, couches. TV's, cameras.
897-0249.
SilO
Mash T·Shirts
·
t'REE TO GOOD hom¢ • Loving, spayed female
Now
Available. On:
W
.
dalmatian. 1'4 years .old. Needs room to run. Good
00 T•Shirt $6.99
with children. Call Maryann ..277.5656.
SliP
\ Camouflage
ALL NEW CHINESE Restaurant-House of Wang,
Good food,. reasonable prices. Serving break·
T·Shirt
fast-Sl.OO, lunch, and dinner, Bab·b·CjUe
$7.99
chkken-Sl.9S. 2125 Broadway Ave. SE, Carry-out
orders welcome. Tele: .247-4027,
5110
) .Pt A,\lfllil.,~.
Wt..-._T •tJ,~.
PRESU>ENTIAL SCHOI.ARS PLEASE return
.A Reel AlfJtt·Nir'( Slot•
4
Mentor Program forms to Honors Center. Questions
concerning Mentor Program -277·3280.
4/30
ALE
BALLOO!'ISI BALLOONS! IIAVE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium 11aloon bouquet for special
occasion. Birthdays, anniversaries, new baby and
special days. 292·0487.
5110

7. Travel

8. Miscellaneous
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1
I
1

PIZZA SPECIAL!

I

2 Slices of cheeze pizza &
1 of your favorite toppings

II

1.56

I

Beer & Wine, Sun, too.

1I.. ______
PizdiAdciTv
II
...,. ______ _
127 Harvard S.E,

ACROSS

1 Dissolves
6 Up for-11- ton
14 Stubborn as
15 Revolt
16 Can.'s neighbor
·
17 Extend
18 Scandinavian
tongue
20 Throat wash
22 Greater
23 Trout
25 Tree
28 Funeral pile
29 Bern's river
30 Guided
32 Dismal
34 Syrian city
39 Time of day
42 Striped
43 Check
45 Italian poet
46 Freedom
49 US pol.. party
50 Whirled
.54 Dike
55 Manners
56 Buenos 58 Vancouver or
Staten -

FRIDAY'S

60 Trifle
63 Rope
66 Single
67 Coral isle
68 Engine
69 Bush
70 Tower o f 71 Lurk

PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Distant

2 Chalice
3 Work garb
4 English
composer
5 Palm reader
6 Grating
7 Ebbed
8 Presidential
nickname
9 - tanto
10 Cabbage
salad
11 Friend
12 Willow
13 Mothe.r-ofpearl
19 Pinch
21 Pistol
23 Tossing pole
24 Cut in two
26 Ending for
fed or gen

27 Gaul people
30 Bagpipe

_.

47 Vend again

48- Aviv

50 Clog
51 Instrument
52 Persuaded
53 Tchrs.' gp.
33 Emmet
55 Charged
35 Neptune's
particle
realm
57 Knife
36 Job seeker
59 Chair parts
37 Mouth
61 Greek letter
38 Appears
62 Tennis shot
40 Fastener
64"- ~
41 Sarcasm
Skylark"
44 Britain's
Chamberlain 65 Flatboat

sound
31 "Fine and

